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ABSTRACT 
FROM THE BEGINNINGS 
THE MULTIPLE REALITIES OF COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS 
INVOLVING PHYSICAL EDUCATORS FROM SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 
FEBRUARY 1991 
DEBORAH G. COFFIN, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MAINE, ORONO 
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MAINE, ORONO 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST 
Directed by: Lawrence F. Locke 
The purpose of this study was to examine the 
perceptions of school and college physical education 
personnel concerning their participation in a school/college 
collaboration. The participants were asked to describe the 
initiation processes and activities of the partnership. 
Particular emphases was directed toward the participants' 
sense of ownership in the project. The study was 
accomplished by examining the perceptions of 24 school and 
college physical educators (15 public/private school 
teachers and 9 college representatives) involved in eight 
different collaborative projects. Semi-structured interview 
questions were grouped into categories derived from a review 
of literature which focused on collaboration between school 
practitioners and college faculty members. These included 
vi 
a) the impact of perceived status differences among 
participants, b) the negotiation of decision making 
processes, c) participants' perceptions of project 
ownership, and d) the consequences of inititation as a 
factor in project development. 
Data from the interviews were used to describe the 
multiple realities which exist when physical education 
teachers and college faculty members collaborate. Analysis 
of the data indicates that: a) status differences were 
recognized among all participants, but this recognition did 
not interfere with decision making processes or feelings of 
ownership, b) differing perceptions of project ownership, 
research priorities, and the ensuing benefits clearly reveal 
the multiple realities which exist in school/college 
projects, c) teachers' viewpoints primarily focused on 
personal responses to events while college personnel focused 
on institutional ramifications, and d) most participants 
paid little or no attention to the particular details of the 
initiation process. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND BACKGROUND 
Introduetion and Statement of the Prob1era 
Establishing useful relationships between schools and 
universities is the goal of many advocates of school reform. 
Unfortunately, effective and enduring partnerships require 
diligent attention to characteristics of the relationship 
which often are taken for granted or ignored. The 
consequences of not attending to the fragile structure of 
such collaborative enterprises are seen everywhere in 
project reports and program evaluations. The literature is 
clear about the fact that many partnerships do not produce 
either expected outcomes or a sense of success for the 
participants. 
At the outset of this investigation, my own belief, 
based on experience both as a public school teacher and as a 
university-based staff developer, was that a critical factor 
in developing an effective school/university partnership lay 
in how they were initiated. The initiation stage of a 
partnership may predestine the satisfactory or 
unsatisfactory outcome of the entire project. The initial 
goal of this study, then, was to understand the meanings 
that school and college participants attach to their 
experiences in the initiation stage of an 
interorganizational activity. 
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Physical education teachers, college faculty members, 
staff developers and researchers all come to a collaborative 
project with their own vested interests, abilities, and 
needs. According to a growing body of research, however, 
collaborations depend in part on how many of the 
Par^- icipants' needs conflict or coincide. In operational 
terms this suggests that a successful collaborative 
relationship between public school and university personnel 
depends on mutual recognition of each other's needs, and the 
evolution of means within the project to equitably meet 
those needs. In turn, such mutuality implies a level of 
parity for participants that is uncommon when members of 
different organizations are joined together. 
Achieving a sense of mutual ownership and parity is 
especially difficult when participants enter collaborative 
relationships from diverse organizational cultures. An 
analytic framework for understanding the responses of 
participants who inhabited these cultures was drawn from 
Maloy (1985), and Jones and Maloy's (1988) interpretation of 
multiple realities. Teachers and professors inhabit such 
different work place environments in terms of their social, 
psychological and organizational characteristics that their 
perception of what happens within the partnership tends to 
be different. Maloy (1985) describes "collaboration between 
schools and universities...(as) an example of ...social 
interactions based on multiple, rather than mutual,realities" 
(p.342). 
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More recently, it has been noted that school/university 
collaboration represents a special instance of multicultural 
education. Brookhart & Loadman (1990), for example, refer to 
multicultural education as a situation in which "two 
diff^Gnt groups, with two different ways to interpret the 
world, interact" (p. 149). Quotations taken from 
transcripts in this study support the multicultural concept 
by revealing that participants do bring values, 
expectations and priorities that are conditioned by their 
residence in the unique organizational cultures of schools 
or colleges, and that collaboration may provide the 
education required to both recognize their own reality, and 
to become aware of the different perspectives brought by 
colleagues from other workplace cultures. With respect to 
multicultural experiences which involve different racial and 
ethnic groups, this study has utilized the term 
organizational culture to represent the multicultural 
concept. 
Recognition of the differences between organizational 
cultures raises the question, "do multiple perspectives on 
events and decisions which occur during initiation 
significantly affect the likelihood of cooperation or 
conflict in the ensuing partnership"? A useful clue to the 
answer may be found in the experiences reported by those 
engaged in collaborative research projects involving school 
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and university participants. Advocates of action research 
and collaborative inquiry have persistently found that the 
ownership of the problem to be solved is central to success 
(Corey, 1953; Lewin, 1946; Lieberman, 1986; Tickunoff & 
Ward,1983). The seeds of that crucial sense of ownership 
may be planted before the first meeting takes place and may 
be nurtured during the early period of interorganizational 
activity commonly called initiation. The problem is that we 
do not have detailed information about how different 
conditions of initiation have affected the perceptions of 
the participants or the subsequent activities of the group. 
Partnerships may be initiated for numerous reasons, by 
a variety of personnel, who may play many different roles. 
Given this variety in motives and roles, the starting 
assumption of the investigator was that the initiation 
process and its sequelae would differ according to the 
particular mix of factors present. For instance, a 
partnership which was initiated by a university faculty 
member might differ from a partnership which was initiated 
by a physical education instructor in a local school 
district. The resulting projects might undertake identical 
tasks, but, because of differing patterns of origin, 
decisions made by participants and roles played during the 
initiation process, might turn out to be remarkably 
different kinds of collaborations. 
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Definition of Terms 
collaboration - parties engaged in more than 
autonomous cooperation, they must share responsibility and 
authority for making decisions. 
Initiation - activities which include introduction of 
the original idea, recruitment of participants, procuring 
financial support, setting up the first meetings, 
establishing preliminary procedures for decision making, and 
opportunities for mutual satisfaction. 
Multiple realities - the personally constructed, 
individual perspectives which school and college personnel 
bring to the collaborative experience. 
Partnership - relatively long-term association of 
personnel from universities and schools formed with the 
intention of establishing mutually acceptable goals for a 
project, and mutually satisfying processes for working 
together. 
Project ownership - a persistent belief that one had 
sufficient power to set direction, influence events, 
maintain control and carry out agendas during the project. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to examine the 
perceptions of school and college personnel about the 
initiation processes of a collaborative project and the 
subsequent activities of participants which sustain a 
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participants' sense of ownership and the multiple realities 
which exist for participants in collaborative endeavors. 
This general purpose was translated into five more 
specific research guestions; 
1) How does the initiation of a collaborative project affect 
the feelings of ownership among participants? 
2) What were the multiple and shared realities which existed 
in each relationship? 
3) What has been the impact of the perceived status 
differences among participants? 
4) How were decision-making processes negotiated? 
5) What were the participants' perceptions of project 
ownership? 
Significance of the Study 
Some descriptive and speculative literature exists on 
the benefits and costs of collaborative relationships 
between schools and colleges. Houston (1980), however, 
noted the paucity of research on collaboration and suggested 
the study of cost effectiveness, operational procedures, the 
validity of basic assumptions, and the impact of 
collaboration on the institutions involved as first 
priorities for inquiry. Although many partnerships have 
been formed since 1980, and collaboration has often been 
proposed as a strategy for teacher and professional 
development, Hord (1985), Houston (1980), and Sirotnik and 
Goodlad (1988) have documented the continuing lack of 
serious, data-based analysis of the collaboration process. 
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Lack of such analyses may be based on at least three 
factors. First of all, self study is unlikely because 
implementation of a collaborative project is a difficult and 
tenuous process in itself. Partnerships which in the common 
rhetoric of professional literature are "...widely advocated 
and seemingly beneficial to all" quite often are fraught 
with mistrust, frustration, and conflict when the two 
cultures meet, the first blush of good intentions is not 
easy to maintain "Typically, an initial period of excitement 
with visions of potential benefits gives way to 
contradictory versions of reality, overt and covert 
conflicts, and diminished commitments to the relationship" 
(Jones and Maloy, 1988 pp.9-10). 
Secondly, if the collaborative endeavor also is 
research based, attention must be paid to the technical 
demands of designing and executing a study which is reliable 
and valid, as well as to dealing with participants' needs. 
The complex demands of this responsibility, when added to 
the social and interpersonal problems to be met in aligning 
two cultures, is reason enough for the lack of 
investigations which might document the events of 
collaborative research endeavors. If collaboration is 
difficult and sometimes stressful, and if collaboration on a 
research agenda makes it more so, then serious self study is 
likely to be an impossible burden. 
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A third problem which may have discouraged externally 
based naturalistic field research on collaboration is the 
fact that both participant and non-participant observation 
are usually difficult, sometimes intrusive, and occasionally 
risky methods for gathering data. The risk of disrupting a 
delicate social negotiation is real enough to raise serious 
ethical questions. That kind of hazard when added to the 
typical unforeseen circumstances of field work seems to have 
discouraged most would-be investigators. 
This enumeration of problems makes clear that there 
is no perfect or easy choice of method. It is equally 
clear, however, that analysis conducted by an outside 
observer not directly involved in the collaborative process 
itself both relieves participants of the burden of self 
study and yields the advantage of perspective. This 
approach of course, still must negotiate the problem of 
gaining entry into an often fragile collaborative milieu. 
In summary, the significance of the study is founded on the 
fact that little documentation exists which provides an 
analysis of participant interactions based upon data 
recorded by individuals outside the membership of the 
collaboration. Although collaborative efforts have been 
encouraged by the Holmes Group and several national 
organizations, the current literature presently consists of 
annual reports and summaries written by participants. 
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Assumptions 
This study is based on a number of assumptions 
regarding collaborative work between college and school 
personnel. A key assumption which supports this study is 
that a sense of ownership by participants is a critical 
factor in successful collaborative endeavors. One 
hypothesis related to this assumption that events which 
occur at the outset will influence the sense of ownership 
felt by participants throughout the remainder of the 
project. 
Another assumption involves the differences in 
perceptions which college and school people have toward 
working together. This assumption was supported by Sarason 
(1982, p. 30-31) in criticisms (see Table 1.0, adapted from 
Seymour Sarason, The Culture of the School and the Problem 
of Change. Second Edition c 1982 by Allyn and Bacon, used 
with permission) he encountered when university and school 
personnel describe each other. 
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Table 1.1 
Teachers—and Professors Criticisms 
Teachers Professors 
College teachers have no 
training for teaching... 
1. Textbooks and 
curricula tend to be 
dull and out of date 
Most courses are dull rather 
than exciting affairs in 
which the student, usually 
in large classes, "takes in 
and down," what the 
instructor says... 
2. Teachers are not well 
grounded in their 
subject 
The needs, interests, and 
curiosities of individual 
students seem not to be the 
primary concern of the 
univ.... 
3. Teachers do not make 
the learning 
experience stimulating 
and exciting. 
. College life is unrelated 
to real life... 
4. Teaching is primarily 
a "pouring in" of 
knowledge rather than 
a "getting out 
of interests, 
curiousities, 
and motivations... 
The university has been 
amazingly successful in 
resisting change... 
5. Teachers are too 
conforming 
...and resist new 
ideas and the need 
to change 
>. Universities are 
hierarchically and elab¬ 
orately organized... 
so that... change is slow, 
diluted...bureaucratic 
struggle is ever¬ 
present 
6. ...selective factors 
at work determine 
who goes into 
teaching...those 
who [do]...tend not 
to be as bright as. 
7. Schools are over¬ 
organized settings 
top-heavy with 
supervisors and 
administrators... 
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It was expected that participants would experience 
processes such as planning and decision making differently, 
and would have different perceptions of such factors as 
time, roles, status differentials, power, and purpose. For 
example, teachers operate daily on 45 minute blocks of time, 
while professors often meet graduate classes once per week 
for 3 hours. Students often envision teachers as all- 
powerful in the classroom while the teachers themselves feel 
virtually powerless in terms of the administation and school 
board. It also was assumed that these differing 
experiences and perceptions could be detected, described, 
clarified, and within certain limits, understood through 
data obtained from participant interviews. 
Finally, it is important to note the personal 
background and experiences (Appendix A) which influenced my 
decision to pursue this study and inevitably shaped my 
understanding of the results. The decision to gather 
participant perspectives and focus on project ownership was 
a consequence of my personal experience with collaborations, 
both as a public school teacher and as a university staff 
developer. For that reason it is clear that I did not come 
to this study as a disinterested and wholly objective 
investigator. What I have done, however, is to identify as 
much of that personal baggage as possible in the hope that 
awareness will afford both protection against serious 
distortion of data and an opportunity to make use of my 
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particular vantage point in understanding the experience of 
others. 
Limitations of the Study 
The data base for this study is limited to documents 
describing the collaborative projects and the perceptions 
described by the twenty-four participants on the day of each 
interview. The participants were selected as 
representatives from schools and colleges who were working 
in collaborative projects. Distinguishing characteristics 
such as gender, race, socio-economic class, or educational 
background were not utilized in their selection. 
This study is also limited in that the findings 
concerning physical education may not relate to 
school/college partnerships in other subject areas. The 
culture of the gymnasium, playing fields, and locker room is 
different from the culture of the classroom. Physical 
education is lower on the priority list for attention by 
parents, school administrators and the wider community. 
Therefore, physical education programs are less likely to be 
constrained by the scrutiny of school boards and 
administration. For the same reasons, significant support 
is often absent. The psychological and social context for 
change in the gymnasium is distinctly different from that of 
the classroom. 
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Chapter II presents a review of related literature on 
teacher initiated research and school/college collaboration. 
This review includes an historical overview, descriptions of 
the types of collaborative endeavors engaged in by schools 
and colleges, and a summary of the most common concerns in 
describing effective partnerships. 
Chapter III describes the procedures used in the 
research design selected for this study. Included are 
explanations of the bases for selection of participants, 
design of the interview guide, and development of data 
collection and processing procedures. 
Chapter IV entails the presentation of data gathered in 
this study. Descriptions of each project and selected 
quotations from participants are included. 
Chapter V summarizes the findings presented in Chapter 
IV in relation to the four research questions previously 
presented. Also included are reflections on the research 
methodology utilized in this study and a comparison between 
the partnerships involved in this study and those found in 
related literature. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OP LITERATURE 
Introduction 
My interest in initiation was stimulated by my perusal 
of the literature on teacher initiated research. Most of 
that literature described the difficulties encountered by 
staff developers, researchers and teacher educators in the 
implementation of research findings. Two factors were 
continually cited as causes of these difficulties: a) lack 
of teacher understanding of the research process and b) lack 
of teacher ownership of the problem studied. Attempts to 
alleviate these difficulties have resulted in organizational 
strategies which address the problem of combining the 
expertise of classroom teachers and university personnel. 
Some of these strategies include research which is conducted 
by teachers, research which is conducted by teachers, staff 
developers and researchers together, and staff development 
conducted jointly by university and school personnel. 
Universities and Schools 
Collaboration and cooperation between public school and 
higher education personnel has been recognized as essential 
for school reform efforts (Futrell, 1988; Hord, 1985; 
Maeroff, 1983; Sirotnik & Goodlad, 1988) and as an 
opportunity for professional development (Almond, 1986, 
Davies & Aquino, 1975; Evans et.al., 1981; Graham, 1988; 
Houston, 1980; Hovda & Kyle, 1984; Porter, 1987). Support 
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for partnerships between schools, universities and 
businesses is widespread and encouraged. Walker (1988) 
claims that nine million students in 40% of the nation's 
schools, including 50% of urban secondary schools today 
benefit from some form of partnership. 
Both increasing concerns about the adequacy of public 
school education and an increasing gap between demand and 
the capacity of traditional funding sources lend urgency to 
the need for groups outside the schools to join forces with 
groups inside schools to improve the quality of education. 
Interorganizational partnerships which involve cooperative, 
collaborative, or inquiry-oriented relationships among 
teachers and outsiders may lead to the elimination of some 
of the barriers which have historically alienated K-12 and 
higher education faculties from each other (Bolster, 1983; 
Duckworth, 1986; Good, 1983; Griffin, 1983; Hord, 1980; 
Lieberman, 1986; Tickunoff & Ward, 1983). 
Many of these barriers symbolize misunderstandings and 
disputes regarding role differences, power allocation, and 
communication. Various attempts to alleviate these barriers 
by public school and higher education personnel have 
included action research projects (Almond, 1986; Collier, 
1945; Elliott, 1985; Kemmis & McTaggart, 1981; Lasky, 1978, 
Oja & Pine, 1981; Simmons, 1984; Smulyan, 1987), 
collaborative inquiry projects (Fisher & Berliner, 1979; 
Hord, 1980; Lieberman, 1986; Tickunoff, Ward & Griffin, 
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1979) and the development of interactive partnerships (Jones 
& Maloy, 1988; Sirotnik & Goodlad, 1988; Wilbur,1984). 
Action research, collaborative inquiry, and interactive 
partnerships all carry a variety of definitions, goals, and 
approaches, but combining theory with practice is the 
overriding characteristic which binds them together. Each 
of these relationships involves a measure of symbiosis, 
which Sirotnik and Goodlad, (1988) describe as "a 
provocative concept. Viewed positively, it refers 
to unlike organisms (or institutions) joined intimately 
in mutually beneficial relationships" (p.14). Although 
provocative, this union also is remarkably difficult to 
accomplish. An important first step is to clarify the ways 
in which these institutional organisms are unlike and to 
understand why these relationships appear to be mutually 
beneficial. 
In the instance of research collaboration, each 
participant brings their own expertise to the relationship. 
This expertise is a valuable contribution which cannot be 
provided by the other participant. The value of this 
relationship is conditioned by the central assumption which 
guides collaborative research in all of its variant forms: 
that research expertise and classroom experience are both 
necessary to define critical questions, to produce powerful 
designs for inquiry, and to solve problems in the school. 
Forming collaborative relationships between teachers and 
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researchers, for the purpose of exploring problems together, 
is a strategy designed to help bridge the gap between theory 
and practice between research and the classroom. 
Although the present political and social environment 
encourages such bridge building by practitioners and various 
kinds of academics, questions remain concerning the 
motivations and ultimate goals of participants involved in 
collaborative relationships, in an address to teachers and 
teacher educators attending a staff development conference 
focusing on collaborative inservice for special education, 
Weaver (1979) referred to collaboration as "negotiated 
pluralism" (1979, p.l). Houston (1980) refers to 
collaboration as "treason, or working with the enemy." 
Graham (1988) compares collaboration with marriage. "It's a 
voluntary institution that requires a lot of work to 
succeed." Still another view of collaboration has been 
expressed by Lieberman (1986) and Tickunoff and Ward (1983) 
who have captured the spirit of collaboration in terms of 
"working with, rather than working on teachers." 
These synonyms and metaphors provide a vivid and 
imaginative picture which is immediately recognized. While 
useful, such understandings also are incomplete. Beneath 
the simple images lies the complexity of multiple realities. 
This multiplicity is played out in a variety of factors 
which influence the formation, process, and outcome of many 
collaborative relationships. 
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Initiation and Ownership 
It has been my own experience that many partnerships 
which accept the importance of mutuality and parity continue 
to struggle, nonetheless, with establishing feelings of 
ownership among the participants. Numerous questions arise 
as one ponders how the initial project idea and consequent 
ownership are established. A project idea must be born 
somewhere...what are the ramifications of that birthplace? 
Is the source regarded as relevant only if shared ownership 
fails to prosper? Are distinctly different accounts of 
initiation commonplace or the exception? Do participants 
commonly link their feelings about ownership with accounts 
of initiation, or is that connection rarely made? Whose 
idea was it originally and what effect does the source of 
the original idea have on the rest of the project? If the 
problem is owned by teachers, but project outcomes are 
mutually owned, how does that fact influence the perception 
of benefits from the partnership? If a university professor 
is established as owner of findings from a collaborative 
research project, how does that fact effect use of that 
information by school participants? Few of these questions 
have been investigated by those interested in action 
research, collaborative inquiry and partnership models. 
Action Research 
Action research, a particular specie of collaboration, 
can be used to explain the central issues which arise in any 
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attempt to form inter-institutional partnerships. There is 
an extensive literature, including some critique, on the 
area of action research which can serve as a prototypical 
model to learn about collaborations of all kinds. In 
theory, action research is intended to provide a method for 
analyzing problems, internalizing solutions, and stimulating 
self knowledge for the participants. When teachers or 
principals are engaged in action research they own the 
problem to be investigated. This ownership may lead to 
internalizing the solution as the individual becomes an 
active investigator engaging in the process of question 
definition, inquiry design, data collection, analysis, 
development of conclusions, and dissemination of results. 
Participation in action research thus emphasizes the 
expansion of personal knowledge for the participants while 
at the same time expanding the body of knowledge pertinent 
to education. 
Action research originated as a process by which 
members of a group could solve group interaction problems in 
cooperation with researchers (Lewin, 1946, Collier, 1945). 
Both Collier and Lewin worked with oppressed populations; 
Native Americans and Jews. The reports of their work 
usually are classified as specimens of action research. 
While serving as the U.S. commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
Collier tried to improve ethnic relations by bringing 
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together administrators, researchers, and laypersons in a 
collective endeavor. Cooperation involved giving all three 
Par^es e<3ual opportunities to make decisions. Collier 
(1945) called this endeavor action research. 
Lewin was interested in changing social systems. His 
ideas about change focused on group dynamics and intergroup 
relations as a means to attack economic and social 
discrimination. It was Lewin's belief that client 
identification of problems to be solved and participation in 
the research process, would enhance research applicability. 
Rather than a top-down, linear approach from researchers to 
clients, Lewin advocated group participation in all aspects 
of the problem solving process. 
On close examination however, it is difficult to 
discern the degree to which problems and process in these 
early action research projects were truly owned by the 
client groups. Lewin and Collier did have strong 
ideological committments to the ownership of problems by 
oppressed groups. As social scientists, however, they also 
had committments to producing research. Further, as 
employees of the government, they had been assigned the task 
of resolving specific social problems. Given such complex 
circumstances, it is clear that, at best, Lewin and Collier 
were operating with mixed motives. Their priority may 
always have been to use action research as a strategy to 
produce a preconcieved result. This is not to say that 
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action research is not a desirable alternative to 
traditional, researcher- controlled inquiry. Action 
research in social science has, at least, been an attempt to 
give practitioners some voice in the inquiry process. 
Action research as initially developed in social 
science was a model which recognized the complexity of 
societal problems and the special need for solutions to be 
flexible. A cycle which used continual feedback, 
reflection, and modification during the research process, 
allowing for changes to be incorporated progressively as 
participants learned from their research experience, was 
uniquely attuned to that concern. 
Action Research in Education 
Corey (1953) was the first to draw wide popular 
attention to the possibility of applying action research to 
education. He described "the process by which practitioners 
attempt to study their problems scientifically in order to 
guide, correct, and evaluate their decisions and actions..." 
(1953,p.6). Making a distinction between traditional 
educational research and action research in education, he 
emphasized that the learning which changes behavior occurs 
most frequently when people try to improve a situation 
themselves. Conducting research to solve a problem 
generated in their own classrooms, teachers will be more 
likely to internalize the experience than when the research 
is done by someone else (Corey, 1953). 
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Corey emphasized practitioner involvement in problem 
solving and the cyclical nature of analysis as the primay 
differences between traditional educational research and 
action research. Cooperation and group interaction among 
action research teams was emphasized as problems in schools 
were shared with other teachers and school staff. Unlike 
the common model in social science, action researchers were 
not called in as mediators, or as agents of an outside group 
with a manipulative social agenda. University personnel 
might be used for consultation, but the research process was 
conducted by school personnel within the school setting. 
Examples of such research projects frequently involved the 
formation of volunteer working groups consisting of 
teachers, administrators, and other members of the school 
community. 
It is important to recognize the difference in the 
role of the outside consultant as it typically emerges in 
social science intervention projects, and as it commonly is 
defined in educational research projects. In both cases, 
the problem is identified by the "local residents", but 
further similarities are difficult to find. The problems 
identified by teachers and school staffs usually do not 
require an outside consultant to negotiate differing 
viewpoints as is often the case with problems involving 
social conflict. Problem solving and group interaction in 
the social science model often requires the outside 
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consultant to serve more as a mediator than a technical 
resource. For example, management may call in a consultant 
to work on a research project with complaining employees. 
In contrast, group interaction in educational action 
research usually involves a group of school personnel who 
are trying to solve a school problem which affects every 
member of the group. An outside consultant in educational 
action research does not serve as a mediator or neutral 
party, but as an outside expert who brings special technical 
skills not represented in the client group. 
Although it was assumed that university consultants 
would be available, Corey emphasized the importance of 
teachers conducting research to solve problems which they 
had identified and defined. Unfortunately, Corey did not 
correctly anticipate the degree to which lack of uncommitted 
time serves as a constraint on all non-essential activities 
for teachers, nor did he accurately estimate the degree of 
technical skill required to perform even rudimentary forms 
of inquiry in the classroom. As a result, the educational 
action research movement in the U.S. suffered as teachers 
did not have either the time or the expertise required to 
design and conduct research. Teacher control of research 
continues, however, in Great Britain and Australia where 
Stenhouse (1975) initiated the "teacher as researcher" 
movement. Stenhouse viewed the teacher who chooses to 
engage in action research as an extended professional. The 
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extended professional: a) evaluates his/her own practice in 
view of a wider context of school, community, and society 
b) has a commitment to the systematic questioning of his/her 
own teaching skills, and c) is willing to allow other 
teachers to observe his/her own work. Extended 
professionals go beyond expected classroom responsibilities 
to increase their understanding of the body of professional 
knowledge. 
Teachers involved in the "teacher as researcher" 
movement are conducting research in their own classrooms 
using fellow teachers as observers, recorders, and producers 
of feedback. The cyclical nature of action research allows 
teachers to continue their investigation after the 
completion of each cycle using the knowledge formulated in 
the previous cycle. Problems do arise when teachers attempt 
to investigate their own and each other's teaching 
strategies, but Stenhouse concludes that facing the tensions 
involved in cooperative research endeavors is worth the 
effort. "A research tradition which is accessible to 
teachers and which feeds teaching must be created if 
education is to be significantly improved" (1975,p. 165) . 
Collaborative action research 
It is important to introduce a main variant of action 
research which addresses the problem of teachers' lack of 
research expertise. This variant is collaborative action 
research, a term often used when staff developers design a 
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research project to be conducted with teachers (Smulyan, 
1987; Oja & Pine 1983; Stevens, 1986). Although this 
relationship resolves the problem of inadequate research 
expertise on the part of teachers, there does remain, 
however, the vexing problem of creating any authentic sense 
of ownership by teachers. 
As staff developers and teachers join forces to 
conduct research and solve problems it is difficult to 
determine the difference between collaborative action 
research and other research endeavors. The original 
intention of action research was project initiation and 
problem identification by the practitioner. As Corey 
discovered however, practitioners (ie. teachers) often do 
not always have the expertise necessary to define a problem 
or articulate a research question. The result has been much 
confusion as researchers and staff development personnel 
find themselves trapped between their ideological commitment 
to comprehensive teacher ownership of action research, and 
the practical reality represented in the many teachers who 
have little capacity for critical and analytic insight into 
the nature of their own work — and little interest in 
undertaking inquiry projects in an already overburdened work 
schedule. 
Teacher Initiated Research 
Although action research, in theory, is designed for 
all teachers, a significant observation is that most action 
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and not the teachers. it is important to remember that the 
teachers involved may have been motivated as much by their 
pursuit of an advanced degree, as by the problem to be 
solved. 
Schempp (1987) offers action research as a promising 
process which may empower physical education teachers with 
an authentic voice (Friere, 1970). The process of action 
research has allowed teachers to believe themselves capable 
of making contributions to the body of knowledge that is 
unique to the subject domain of physical education. Schempp 
calls an action research project conducted in Great Britain 
(Thorpe, Bunker, and Almond,1985), a "monumental 
achievement" in uniting professionals from public schools 
and universities. He sees collaborative action research as 
an opportunity for professionals who share a common 
committment to teaching physical education to join together 
in exploring a unified future. 
Schempp's recognition of the need for teacher 
expertise while conducting educational research touches on a 
valid point and his enthusiasm for the potential benefits of 
collaboration seems both genuine and reasonable, but neither 
he nor other similarly disposed authors (Corey, 1953; 
Elliott, 1985, Ebbutt, 1983; Stenhouse, 1975) have come to 
grips with a troublesome problem that is embedded in the 
action research model. What are the consequences for 
teacher ownership of inquiry that flow from circumstances in 
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research projects are conducted by teachers who are pursuing 
advanced degrees. In the U.S.A., at least, it is unusual to 
find reports in which teachers describe action research 
projects. Journal articles usually are written by college 
professors who have assigned projects to inservice teachers 
enrolled in their graduate courses (Hovda & Kyle, 1984; Oja, 
1983; Pine, 1979; Ross, 1984; Simmons, 1984; Smulyan, 1987; 
Williamson & Taylor, 1983). Occasionally, teachers who 
later join the ranks of the professoriate publish reports of 
action research (Burton, 1986; Lasky, 1978). 
The few action research projects reported (Hovda and 
1984; Oja, 1983; Pine, 1979; Simmons, 1984; Smulyan, 
1987; Ross, 1984; and Williamson and Taylor, 1983) depict 
an elite selection of teachers as action researchers. 
Further, many of the reports are not authored by the actual 
participants. Hovda and Kyle, Simmons, Ross, and Williamson 
and Taylor, are all professors who teach graduate courses 
to inservice teachers and assign an action research project 
as a course requirement. Smulyan, Oja, and Pine are all 
university professors who have published articles based on 
an action research model they used at two federally funded 
Teacher Corps facilities. 
All of these academics may have recognized the 
potential value of teacher-identified, problem solving 
research projects, but the fact remains that in every case 
reported, studies were initiated by university professors 
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ago, many of his concerns still apply, particularly those 
which relate to the research capabilities of teachers. 
Hodgkinson believed that school personnel had a lack of 
familiarity with basic research techniques and were not 
qualified for professional research. Another practical 
cr^-*-c^SIn kY Hodgkinson was that needed time and money were 
rarely available for school sponsored research. 
Organizational criticisms included difficulties inherent in 
providing adequate group leadership when action research 
required the collaboration of teachers. Hodgkinson's final 
question raises the deeper and more salient issue of whether 
action research was really research at all, or was it just 
organized pragmatism disguised as scientific inquiry. 
Since the heyday of Corey, action research has suffered 
from a tarnished reputation and lack of acceptance and 
support in the research community. The result has been 
fiscal starvation. Massive federal funding in the 60's 
generated substantial amounts of money for basic, rather 
than applied research studies. In addition, action research 
did not qualify for support because it did not meet an 
implicit but nonetheless operative criterion established by 
funding agencies — that studies be researcher managed. 
Sanford (1970) described the authors of action research 
proposals as gaining a reputation for being "confused" 
because the federal funding agencies were advocating the 
separation of science and practice, rather than combining 
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action and research. Ultimately, it was the notion that it 
was necessary to separate science from practice in order to 
produce reliable inquiry that became the most serious 
barrier to continued experimentation with action research. 
Collaboration 
Educators interested in utilizing the concepts of 
practitioner involvement represented in action research have 
become interested in the possibilities offered by school- 
university collaborations. These have operated under a 
variety of terms: coalitions, consortiums, cooperatives, 
networks, and partnerships. Participants use the same 
concepts of practitioner involvement, group interaction, and 
cyclical methodology which identify action research as an 
alternative to traditional educational research. They make 
common use, however, of variations on "collaborative 
inquiry" as their hallmark, rather than the discredited name 
of action research. (Griffin, 1983; Hord, 1986; Huling, 
1982; Kyle & McCutcheon, 1984; Lieberman, 1986; Sirotnik and 
Goodlad, 1988; Tickunoff & Ward, 1983; Tickunoff, Ward & 
Griffin,1979; Pine, 1979; Schlecty & Vance,1983). 
Tickunoff and Ward (1983, p.456) identified six 
characteristics of collaborative inquiry. 
1) The research consumer should be involved 
in the process of inquiry when the outcomes 
of the research are intended to inform his 
or her own practice. 
2) Problems to be studied must focus 
on concerns of the research consumer 
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3) Decision making should be collaborative 
during each of the sequential stages of 
... inquiry... 
4) While the primary emphasis is on research, 
therefore the tenets of rigorous 
research are observed, it is also recognized 
that the experience of collaborative inquiry 
can provide professional growth for all 
participants... 
5) ...Concurrent attention should be paid both 
to research and to potential application of 
findings to the improvement of instruction. 
6) The complexity of the classroom must be 
recognized and must inform inquiry.... 
Collaborative inquiry in this case, represents an 
interactive mode of research rather than a linear design. 
Traditional formulations of educational research call for 
teachers to be passive consumers at the end of a continuum 
of research, development, and dissemination. In contrast, 
this type of collaboration involves teachers, researchers, 
and staff developers working together, making mutual 
decisions at every stage of the process. 
Staff Development 
Many projects carried out in the name of collaboration 
are staff development efforts which include teachers in 
decision making processes in hopes of encouraging teacher 
participation and research implementation. While this 
format is much more attractive than the more common top down 
models, collaborative staff development does not always 
produce research which is truly collaborative. It is often 
difficult, for example, to distinguish priorities when a 
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based research reports published in refereed journals are 
recognized, often to the exclusion of other accomplishments, 
in professors' pursuit of tenure and promotion. By its 
nature, however, collaborative staff development most often 
concentrates on teacher problems and school improvement, not 
the products of inquiry which could yield tangible 
professorial rewards. 
In contrast, within the culture of the public school, 
reward systems and tenure appointments are not directly 
linked to research and publication. When a teacher and 
researcher collaborate, the teacher gains colleagueship and 
an opportunity to interact with an informed and perceptive 
outsider who brings a fresh point of view to a problematic 
situation. It is an educational experience, exactly the 
outcome expected of staff development programs. For public 
school personnel, the reward for participation in a 
collaborative project is discovering an answer to a pressing 
problem. In collaborative research efforts, a bridge is 
built which allows satisfaction of the teacher's practical 
needs. While this same bridge may serve some of the 
researcher's interests, it is more difficult to translate 
that into terms which are accomodated by university norms. 
Conclusion 
Conducting this review of literature has confirmed the 
existence of five problems which troubled me as a public 
school teacher and as a university staff developer. These 
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which the initiating impulse and continuing motivation for 
research come from a source largely external to the teacher? 
Is it truly possible for teachers to feel a sense of 
ownership for an undertaking they did not start and possibly 
would not complete without the intervention of a second 
party? 
It is possible to argue that initiation of a project by 
an external person (a consultant, researcher, staff 
developer, supervisor or colleague) need do no more than 
open a door, making the possibility of data-based reflective 
cycles an option for solving classroom problems. Once the 
door has been set ajar, it is the teacher who must decide to 
walk through and become engaged (or opt not to take the 
opportunity) . In that sense there is no reason to think 
genuine ownership is impossible. Alternately, it may make 
equal sense to argue that in human terms, we never really 
count as our own those enterprises that arise from the 
insight and impulse of others...we are always adjuncts, late 
joiners, and never feel full proprietary rights over process 
and product. Which of these arguments should prevail (if 
either) is a matter for careful investigation. Given the 
claims made by those espousing collaborative research, the 
question of teacher ownership is not trivial. 
Common Ctiticlsms 
Hodgkinson (1957) was one of the few authors who 
critiqued action research. Although written thirty years 
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university staff developer/researcher enters a collaborative 
relationship with a school staff. Examples of priority 
questions may begin witht 
a) Whose idea was it to collaborate? 
b) Who identified the problem to be solved? 
c) Whose agenda ultimately is served when teachers and 
staff developers or researchers work together? 
d) If the problem identified involves staff 
development, why does research have to be done to 
solve it? 
e) Is collaboration used primarily to serve the needs 
of research or the purposes of staff development? 
Rewards of Collaborative Staff Development 
Genuine collaborative research must provide 
parity of satisfaction in both process and product for 
teachers and professors. The satisfaction of doing staff 
development may be real and significant for university 
personnel, but it is not easy to create conditions under 
which the products of collaborative inquiry shared with 
teachers will lead to tangible rewards. The reality of the 
university reward system here demonstrates one of the 
significant differences between school and university 
cultures. 
In many research-oriented universities the reward 
system does not give significant recognition to such service 
as staff development, even though it may be expected. Data- 
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include a) lack of appreciation for the potential benefits 
which can be gained when university and school personnel 
work together, b) failure to recognize the many problems 
which attend even well conceived collaborations, c) failure 
to recognize the importance of partnership stages, d) the 
common failure to develop the teachers' sense of ownership 
in a collaborative relationship, and e) lack of research 
implementation by teachers. 
As a result, I chose to conduct a naturalistic 
interview study using techniques which avoid intrusiveness 
and the imposition of evaluation based on external 
standards. By interviewing both school and university 
personnel involved in partnerships I was able to sort out 
significant events, interactions, and feelings which 
participants depicted as important to them. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES 
Investigating the activities connected with initiation 
includes an examination of a) making the first contact b) 
recruitment of participants, c) procuring financial support, 
d) setting up the first meeting, e) establishing preliminary 
procedures for decision making, and f) providing 
opportunities for mutual satisfaction. Particular attention 
was paid to how participants perceived and understood 
ownership. In this study, ownership includes participants' 
sense of control over the process of establishing and 
carrying out of agendas, sense of power to influence events, 
and a sense of accountability for both the processes and 
products of the undertaking. 
Approach to the Problem 
This study utilized a qualitative research 
methodology that involved a multi-step process in which 
induction was used to generate grounded understanding of the 
consequences of initiation. 
Analytic induction...involves scanning the data for 
categories of phenomena and for relationships among 
such categories, developing working typologies and 
hypotheses upon an examination of initial cases, then 
modifying and refining them on the basis of subsequent 
cases...(Goetz and Lecompte, 1981, p.57). 
Interview Guide 
The first step in this process involved the development 
of a semi-structured interview guide. This guide employed 
topical categories which were identified as potentially 
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critical in determining the success of a school/college 
partnership. These were selected on the basis of a) 
personal experience as a public school teacher working with 
university personnel, b) personal experience as as a 
university staff developer working in collaborative 
projects, and c) the literature reviewed in Chapter II. 
Topical Categories 
The following topical categories represented my under¬ 
standing of the critical factors involved in initiating and 
sustaining interorganizational partnerships. A sample 
question is included to clarify each category. 
1. Project descriptions: 
(Would you please describe the history of your project?) 
2. Initiation process: 
(Who was responsible for making the first contact?) 
3. Motivation to join 
(What motivated you to become involved?) 
4. Structure of partnership 
(How are your meetings planned and carried out?) 
5. Decision making 
(How are decisions negotiated?) 
6. Roles and responsibilities 
(How are roles and responsibilities determined?) 
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^' Perceptions of status: 
(Did you automatically perceive professors to be in 
charge?) 
8. Ownership: 
(Who do you feel owns this project?) 
9. Product perceptions: 
(What do you expect to gain from this project?) 
Data Collection 
It was necessary to identify existing physical 
education partnerships. Phone calls to selected contact 
persons, and a letter (Appendix B) mailed to higher 
education institutions in the Northeast were used to 
identify a pool of potential projects. Selection of 
partnerships was based on the following criteria: 
a) Focus of partnership must be one or several of the 
following. 
-Physical education program and curriculum development 
—Physical education teacher development (inservice) 
-Preservice physical education teacher preparation 
-Response to school reform efforts in physical 
education 
-Collaborative research in physical education 
b) Each project must meet the following criteria. 
-Personnel from at least one school and one college or 
university must be formal members of the partnership. 
-Documentation of project goals must be available. 
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Partnership must have, or have had, a life span of at 
least one academic semester. Partners must plan to 
meet, or have met, at least ten times, 
c) Timing of the project may include any of the following. 
-Project just beginning 
-New ongoing project, one year or less 
-Old ongoing project, one year or more 
-Post hoc project, completed satisfactorily 
-Suspended or terminated project 
As Table 3.0 (pg. 39) shows, in all but one case, all 
of the project criteria were fulfilled. Project #1, which 
fails the basic criteria for number of meetings, was 
retained in the study because alternative means of 
communication were substituted for face-to-face meetings. 
Project #1 was particularly important because it provided 
the only interview with a secondary school teacher (all 
other interviews were with personnel from elementary or 
middle schools). 
Table 3.0 : 
Project Criteria 
PROJECT # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 T OTAL 
PARTNERSHIP 
-■ 
1 school, 1 college X X X X X X X X 8 
Documented goals X X X X X X X X 8 
Meet 10 times X X X X X X X 7 
TIMING 
Just beginning 0 
<one year X 1 
>one year X X X X 4 
Post hoc X X X 3 
FOCUS 
Program & curriculum 
development 
X X X X X 6 
Teacher development X X X X X 5 
School reform X X 2 
Collaborative rsch. X 1 
College research X X 2 
MET ALL CRITERIA 
X X X X X X X 7 
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Selection of Participants 
After identification of projects was accomplished, 
selection of interview participants was made. Key 
participants were identified from each project. Interviews 
were conducted with at least one "insider" and one 
"outsider" at each site (see definition below). The actual 
number for any project was determined on a case-by-case 
basis depending on project size and complexity. 
Insiders = K-12 public or private school physical education 
personnel (teachers and administrators) 
Outsiders = teacher educators 
staff developers 
outside agency consultants 
other university faculty 
Table 3.1 (pg. 41) provides a breakdown of the number of 
participants from schools and colleges, the school level at 
which they presently are teaching, and their years of 
experience. 
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Table 3.1: 
Participant Demoqraph i r«=t; 
PROJECT# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 TOTAL 
Schools 1 1 1 . 2 4 1 4 1 15 
Elementary (K-6) 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 0 6 
Middle (5-8) 0 0 1 1 4 0 0 1 7 
Secondary (9-12) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Male participant(s) 0 0 0 1 3 0 2 1 7 
Female participant(s) 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 8 
1-5 years experience 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 4 
6-15 years experience 1 1 0 1 2 0 2 1 8 
16 or more 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 
College(s) 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 9 
Male participant(s) 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 5 
Female participant(s) 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 4 
1-5 years experience 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 
6-15 years experience 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 5 
16 or more 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
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Pilot Interviews 
Pilot interviews were conducted and data were examined 
for critical factors which would inform design of the 
interview process used in this study. Each pilot interview 
was tape recorded and transcribed. Analysis of the 
transcriptions made it possible to revise and expand the 
preliminary version of the interview guide. 
Interview Procedure 
The use of semi-structured interviews in this study is 
based on Patton's (1980) definition of the principles and 
characteristics of qualitative interviews. 
The fundamental principle of qualitative interviewing 
is to provide a framework within which respondents can 
express their own understandings in their own terms... 
. . .persons being interviewed can respond in their own 
words to express their own personal perspectives 
(p.205). 
Selection of a semi-structured interview approach 
allowed a focused conversation to be held with participants. 
Patton (1980, p.197) also describes a "general interview 
guide approach" which states four purposes for the use of 
semi-structured rather than open ended interviews. 
1) to determine topics (in this study, topical 
categories related to collaboration were developed from the 
literature and from pilot interview data) 
2) to develop questions (pilot trials provided leads 
to several new questions), 
3) to sequence questions (the entire guide was 
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reordered on the basis of pilot trials), and 
4) to make decisions regarding greater depth questions 
(pilot trials allowed test and revision of a large set of 
probes which could be used to supplement each basic 
question). 
The design of the semi-structured interview included an 
outline of preliminary, topical categories which were 
identified through the review of literature and the pilot 
interviews. Appendix C includes an interview guide in the 
form used for the first interview (subsequent adjustments 
were made over the course of the remaining interviews). The 
interview procedure involved asking conversational questions 
which pertained to each category, rather than reading 
questions directly from the guide. 
Data Processing 
Within 24 hours following each interview, audiotapes 
were reviewed for clarity and completeness. When necessary, 
follow-up contacts were made with participants to clarify 
points of confusion or to fill in missing data points. At 
this point, adjustments also were made in the interview 
guide. Once these steps had been acomplished, full 
transcription began. The preliminary list of topical 
categories was then used to sort quoted excerpts from the 
transcript. These categories were then entered into the 
"Ethnograph" computer program for "cutting and pasting" 
procedures. As the study progressed, categories were 
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expanded, collapsed, or deleted( and transcribed material 
was redistributed into new configurations. 
Project Descriptinns 
Project descriptions were constructed following the 
completion of interviews for each partnership. The 
description was developed from information contained in the 
interviews and documents related to the project. These 
documents included 
a) background information, b) needs assessment data c) 
project reports, d) institutional agreements and e) project 
publications. The project descriptions are primarily 
devoted to organizational history. Analytic material is not 
included. Project descriptions were mailed back to 
participants with a stamped self-addressed envelope 
included. Each participant was be asked to return the 
description after verifying its accuracey and suggesting 
additions or deletions. This process served both to improve 
the reliability of factual information and to provide some 
triangulation of those facts from differing perspectives. 
Peer Collaboration 
A peer collaborator was used to improve both the 
quality of thematic material and the trustworthiness of 
categorization procedures. To accomplish these ends, the 
peer collaborator performed a variety of functions, all 
designed with an eye to decreasing the possibility of 
inconsistencies in analysis or failures to detect obvious 
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opportunities for development of thematic distinctions. 
Specifically, the peer collaborator performed such tasks as 
a) listening to excerpts from interview audiotapes, b) 
examining selected transcript material, c) reviewing 
category definitions, and d) examining the rationale for 
creating, maintaining, deleting and dividing particular 
categories. Engagement with both data and analytic products 
allowed general inputs at the level of "second opinion," as 
well as specific checks on the consistencey with which the 
investigator processed interview material. For example, 
quotations placed in a new category were given to the peer 
collaborator who was then asked to identify the shared 
element (s) which made them members of the same group. It was 
presumed that if the quotations had clear representations of 
the common element, the nature of that constraint should be 
evident. The reverse operation provided a second check. 
Given a page of transcript and a category definition, the 
peer was asked to identify assignable quotes. Failure of 
either test pointed to problems in the analysis that 
required immediate remediation. 
Products of Analysis 
Participant responses to questions, provided 
descriptions of events which were assigned to the selected 
topical categories. As that sorting process continued, 
subcategories were developed. Examination of the data 
accumulated within each category and subcategory made it 
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possible to detect regularities among the excerpted 
quotations. Sets of quotations which were thus related were 
then recast into the category descriptions found in Chapter 
IV. 
Utilizing the findings taken from the category 
descriptions has provided the opportunity in Chapter V to 
answer the four research questions which framed this study. 
Upon reflection, it is felt that the methodology selected 
for use in this study was entirely appropriate to the 
research goals, but an opportunity to return for a second 
interview would have provided a valuable opportunity to 
probe some points more deeply. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
Introduction 
This study examined the perceptions of school and 
college physical education personnel about the initiation 
processes of collaborative projects. Interview questions 
focused on the initiation process with particular emphasis 
directed toward the participants' sense of ownership in the 
project. Due to the nature of collaborative efforts, it was 
assumed that responses to questions would reveal a variety 
of interpretations about how school and college personnel 
interacted with each other. In the literature on 
collaboration, these interpretations have been designated as 
multiple realities (Jones & Maloy, 1988; Maloy, 1985; 
Maeroff, 1983; Sirotnik & Goodlad, 1988). The multiple 
realities concept refers to the personally constructed, 
individual perspectives which school and college personnel 
bring to collaborative experiences. 
This chapter will present data gathered to answer the 
following research questions: 
-how does the initiation of a collaborative project 
effect the feelings of ownership among participants? 
-what were the multiple and shared realities which 
existed in each relationship? 
-what has been the impact of perceived status 
differences among participants? 
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-how were decision-making processes negotiatied? 
-what were the participants perceptions of project 
ownership? 
Data will be presented in a section entitled Project 
Descriptions and under nine additional subheadings which 
^ave keen defined as analytic categories. The presentation 
of data in project descriptions differs from that provided 
for each of the following categories. Instead of presenting 
quotations from individual participants, the reader is 
provided with brief project descriptions based on a 
compilation of information from both interviews and 
documents. The first draft of these project descriptions 
were returned to participants for correction and comments. 
The condensed versions presented here are based directly 
upon the descriptions so verified by participants. While 
this provides a less personal sense of the perspective held 
by individual participants, it allows an economical format 
for presenting the primary structural elements in each of 
the eight partnerships. 
The questions which produced most of the information to 
describe the projects pertained to how the project started 
and how it was organized. Some changes in these questions, 
and questioning procedure generally, occurred as the study 
progressed. Completion of the first four interviews 
revealed that a great deal of time was spent describing each 
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project. it was apparent that describing the structure of 
the project was comfortable, safe and familiar. 
Unfortunately this monopolized valuable time which might 
better have been spent on perceptions related to process 
rather than details relating to structure. As a result, I 
began to ask only the first interviewee for a description, 
and on the basis of that response constructed a draft 
project description. Each of the remaining participants 
associated with that project were not asked to describe the 
structure of the project, but instead were asked to comment 
upon and correct a copy of the draft which was mailed to 
them after the interviews were completed. Mailing project 
descriptions allowed participants the opportunity to compare 
my interpretation with their own and to make suggestions 
about additions, corrections, clarifications. Except in the 
case of the description for Project #8 (for which college 
personnel suggested substantial revisions) the only changes 
returned involved minor details and added information about 
events which had occurred since the interview. 
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Project Descriptions 
Project #1: Zee Fitness 
Interview Dates: April 3, 1989 and July 12, 1989 
Project Participants: 
College - 2 project directors + graduate assistants 
School - 215 physical educators from all levels 
Interviewees: (pseudonyms) 
College - Vanessa 
School - Dana 
Project Purpose: 
To provide inservice training to in-state physical 
educators, and to determine the physical fitness level of 
the state's school children. 
Initiation Process: 
After determining the need for this project, the co¬ 
directors wrote a brief proposal and were rewarded with 
funds and support from the college and the American 
Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and 
Dance. A letter explaining the project was mailed to all 
(659) physical educators in the state. 
Project Structure: 
The original objectives of the study were to include 
approximately 50 physical educators in an inservice training 
program and then to assess the fitness status of 6,000 
50 
students. After receiving replies from 215 interested 
teachers, Vanessa decided to make the study inclusive so 
that any interested teacher would be welcome to participate. 
Eight inservice training sessions were conducted at 
three different sites. Teachers tested 30,000 students 
using the assessment techniques learned during the inservice 
training. As soon as student assessment results arrived, an 
acknowledgement letter was returned to teachers thanking 
them for their work and informing them of the number of 
responses received. 
Reports of preliminary results were presented at the 
state physical education convention in November, 1988. In 
April, 1989 a press release was issued revealing the final 
results of the study. 
Project History: 
June 1987 
September 1987 
Oct.—> Dec.1987 
July 1988 
November 1988 
April 1989 
- Initial letter sent to physical 
educators 
- Three training sessions conducted 
- Testing done by trained physical 
educators 
- Follow up letter mailed to 
participants 
- Preliminary results reported 
- Final results reported 
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Proiect jf? - Yonka Adapts 
Interview Dates: April 3, 1989 and July 19,1989 
Project Participants: 
College l professor + adapted physical education task 
force (graduate students & professors) 
School - 39 teachers from all levels 
Interviewees: (pseudonyms) 
College - Bud 
School - Roxie 
Project Purpose: 
To provide inservice teachers with an opportunity to 
participate in an eleven month training project in adapted 
physical education. 
Initiation Process: 
Promotional letters were mailed by Bud to all school 
superintendents encouraging them to select a representative 
from their school district to attend a week-long summer 
workshop which focused on teaching adapted physical 
education. 
Project Structure: 
Funded by a grant which paid for room, board, tuition 
and materials, teachers arrived at the state university for 
one week of intense training during the summer of 1988. 
Classes included lecture, discussion, practicum experience 
(working with disabled students) and presentation of 
evaluation and assessment techniques. It was then the 
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teachers' responsibility to apply what they had learned in 
their own schools over the course of the following year. 
After giving teachers time to prepare during the fall 
semester, members of the task force made one field 
visitation to each participating teacher. This visitation 
included finding out how things were going, identify the 
obstacles teachers had encountered, and collecting data such 
as numbers of students involved and types of settings in 
which teachers were working. 
An evaluation of each teacher also was conducted during 
this visitation. Bud remarked that "it was a two way kind 
of thing, they could sound off and we could give them 
feedback and try to get a feel for what was going on out 
there." It was important to find out whether 
superintendents were allowing teachers to implement what 
they had learned in the training provided during the summer. 
During the next summer session, the first cycle of 
teachers returned to the college for one day to interact 
with the second cycle of teachers who began a similar week 
of intensive training. 
Project History: 
July 1987 - Cycle 1-19 teachers - one week workshop 
Sept. 1987 - June 1988 - implement training, one visitation 
June 1988 - Cycle II - 20 teachers - one week workshop 
Cycle I teachers return for interaction 
Sept. 1988 - June 1989 - Cycle II teachers implement 
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Proiect #3 - Xena Curriculum 
Interview Dates: April 6, 1989 and May 15,1989 
Project Participants: 
College - A: 1 professor + 2 graduate assistants 
B: 4 professors 
School - 5 physical education teachers from 3 levels 
1 (K-3); 2 (4-8); 2 (9-12) 
Interviewees: (pseudonyms) 
College - Margo 
School - Nadine 
Project Purpose: 
Year #1 - Pilot test and implement a daily health 
related fitness curriculum in the eighth grade physical 
education program. 
Year #2 - Develop, refine and implement a fitness 
curriculum for the district physical education program in 
addition to adding a 4 day/week health related fitness 
program in the eighth grade. 
Initiation Process: 
A professor from College A was searching for a school 
site which offered physical education to students five days 
per week. Interested in pilot testing a fitness curriculum 
which she had developed, she contacted Margo, a professor 
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from College B for suggested programs in her area of the 
country. As a student teaching supervisor, Margo was aware 
of a middle school which had the potential to extend its' 
program to 5 days per week. During a visit to the school, 
Margo asked Nadine, a resident teacher, if she and her 
colleague would be interested. Subsequently, Professor A 
who remained as the primary initiator of the project, asked 
Margo to serve as a university liason. 
Project Structure: 
Agreeing to conduct the pilot testing, Nadine and her 
colleague attended a summer curriculum conference at College 
A. Margo served as a university liason in the fall, helping 
Nadine and her colleague implement the curriculum, providing 
technical expertise and giving assistance in solving 
logistic problems. Implementation was difficult but 
intriguing for the two middle school teachers. 
One of the administrators at the site approached Margo 
requesting that the fitness curriculum be expanded to the 
entire district. In order to accomplish this task, Margo 
decided to write a grant proposal which would involve 4 
professors from College B for the next school year, working 
as consultants with the entire district physical education 
staff. When the grant was funded, teachers from the 
elementary and high schools joined the project. 
Meetings were planned to coincide with inservice days 
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already in place. Focus for meetings varied from bringing 
in outside experts, to updating programs presently in 
place. During most inservice workdays the teachers 
concentrated on devising implementation techniques. 
Additional evening sessions also were scheduled for the 
development of the K-12 health related fitness curriculum. 
Project History: 
Fall 1986 
Summer 1987 
- College A professor contacts College B 
professor with request to locate 
school program 
- Middle school teachers attend 
curriculum conference 
School year 1987-88 - Middle school implementation 
Spring 1988 
- Administrator requests district 
curriculum 
Summer 1988 - Margo writes grant proposal 
School year 1988-89 - College B consultants provide 
inservice work for teaches at 
elementary and high school; physical 
education staffs write new 
curriculum 
School year 1989-90 - Physical education staff implements 
new curriculum 
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Project #4 - Wolf CombinaHnn 
Interview Dates: April 18, 1989 and Hay 12 & 13, 1989 
Project Participants: 
College - l professor + graduate assistants 
School - 7 physical education directors and their K-12 
physical education staffs 
Interviewees: (pseudonyms) 
College - Henry 
School - Ross and Beth 
Project Purpose: 
To establish a continuing relationship between a local 
teacher education institution and the public school physical 
education programs in seven school districts. This 
relationship is primarily focused on improving the physical 
education programs in each district. 
Initiation Process: 
While supervising student teachers at one of these 
suburban school districts, Henry became interested in 
working with Ross and his physical education staff in the 
schools. After spending a year visiting teachers and being 
a "fly on the wall," Henry was invited to a staff meeting 
where he suggested the teachers conduct a self-evaluation of 
their program and what they needed to do for the next year. 
As this was happening, a neighboring school district became 
interested in the process and expressed a desire to join. 
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Ross contacted several physical education directors from the 
area and invited them to a meeting to explore the idea of 
developing a center. 
Project Structure: 
The project is staffed by two directors, one from the 
college (Henry) and one from a school district (Ross). One 
graduate student from the college serves as a "Project 
Associate." An Executive Board consisting of the two 
directors, the graduate student, and the physical education 
directors from each district is responsible for planning 
project activities and determining policy. Each school 
district pays dues to belong to the center which funds 
substitute teachers, a portion of the graduate student's 
salary, and miscellaneous needs. 
At the beginning of each school year, the physical 
education directors from each district ascertain teacher 
interest regarding workshops, presentations, or 
collaborative efforts. In the ten year operation of the 
project, teacher interests have been determined by various 
methods such as program evaluation, needs assessment, and 
informal suggestions. Once the topics for the year have 
been decided upon by the Executive Board, program directors 
utilize their own process for deciding which teachers will 
attend each session. Most of the time teachers volunteer to 
participate in sessions which interest them. They are 
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relieved of teaching responsibilities for the day and a 
substitute teacher is hired. At other tiroes the program 
director attempts to encourage teachers who have not 
volunteered to attend. 
Some topics and projects involve continuous meetings 
throughout the year while others involve a single 
presentation from an outside source. Examples of projects 
include high school electives, intramurals, competency based 
units, experimental fitness, and curriculum writing. 
Project History: 
This relationship began during the 1978-79 school year 
and has continued until the present. In order to maintain a 
quality program, the executive board has established a 
policy which limits the number of districts which may 
belong. 
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Py°Tect—£5_- Vail Action 
terview Dates. April 20, 1989 and November 2&3, 1989 
Project Participants: 
College - i professor + 1 several graduate students 
School - 8 middle school physical education staffs 
Interviewees: (pseudonyms) 
College - Bob and Kim 
School - Samantha, Andy, Dylan and Harley 
Project Purpose: 
To provide an opportunity for the middle school 
physical educators and college physical education personnel 
to design and implement collaborative action research 
projects focusing on solving instructional problems. 
Initiation Process: 
The Physical Education Director for the city public 
schools contacted Bob to request suggestions for developing 
a new middle school physical education curriculum. Always 
interested in conducting school-based research, Bob was 
enthralled with the idea of doing some intervention research 
projects with teachers. After talking with the Physical 
Education Director he wrote a proposal and sent it to the 
Assistant Superintendent of middle schools. During the 
spring of 1986, funding was provided by the city schools for 
a series of meetings at which a faculty representative from 
each middle school and representatives from the college 
developed the new curriculum. During the 1986-87 school year 
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the same group worked on implementing the curriculum at each 
school. 
Project Structure: 
Interested in continuing to work with area teachers, 
Bob submitted the written proposal to the Assistant 
Superintendent in the spring of 1987. The proposal defined 
the collaborative action research approach which became the 
basis for Vail Action. After gaining approval and funding, 
Bob asked the Physical Education Director to contact each 
principal who, in turn, contacted each department head to 
determine how many faculty members were interested in 
participating in a collaborative project with the college. 
Two workshops were held during the summer of 1987 
explaining the goals of the project. Another workshop held 
midway through the fall semester enabled principals, 
teachers and college representatives to meet in groups, 
identify problems which needed to be solved, and discuss 
research strategies. Individual planning sessions were then 
held at each school site. 
Project History: 
Spring 1986 - Develop middle school physical education 
curriculum guide 
1986- 1987 
1987- 1988 
1988- 1989 
Implement new curriculum 
Proposal submitted and funded, inservice 
workshops, action research projects 
Continue inservice and collaborative action 
research projects 
1989-1990 - High risk fitness project 
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Project #6 - Uno Fif 
Interview Dates: April 27 & 28, 1989 
Project Participants: 
College - 2 Professors 
School - 3 elementary physical education teachers + 5 
elementary classroom teachers 
Interviewees: (pseudonyms) 
College - Brock & Susan 
School - Emily 
Project Purpose: 
Conduct a collaborative research project to see if in 
addition to the physical education classes, fifteen minutes 
of selected activities done largely within the classroom, 
three times a week, will bring about improvements in 
physical fitness test scores. A secondary purpose is to see 
if such a project is feasible in terms of working with the 
public schools. 
Initiation Process: 
Following an inservice presentation by a faculty 
representative from a local state college, Emily contacted 
the representative with an interest in pursuing ideas 
contained in the presentation. 
Project Structure: 
Ten classroom teachers and their students at one school 
and a control group of teachers and students from a 
neighboring school were involved in the project. Fitness 
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physical education staff tests were conducted by the school 
on 500 fifth grade students in both schools. College 
personnel met with the ten classroom teachers and two 
physical education teachers from the treatment group. 
Following visits to the classrooms by the college 
participants, the physical education staff set up stations 
in a classroom to demonstrate a variety of aerobic 
activities which could be utilized during a 15 minute 
session. 
From October until May on the days that students were 
not scheduled for physical education the classroom teachers 
conducted 15 minute aerobic sessions in their classrooms and 
outdoors. In May the school physical educations staff 
conducted post tests in conjunction with college personnel 
(who administered the skin caliper test). 
Project History: 
Spring 1987 - Inservice presentation by college personnel 
Fall 1987 
Winter 1988 
June 1988 
- School personnel contacted college personnel 
requesting follow-up on presentation 
- Organizational meeting held with school 
physical education staff and college 
personnel. 
- Program submitted to faculty & staff at 
elementary school 
October 1988 
- May 1989 - Pilot project implemented 
June 1989 - Presentation of project results 
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Project #7 - Tanner Teanh 
Interview Date: May 2, 1989 
Project Participants: 
College - l professor 
School - 4 K-8 physical education teachers 
_ . . (from 1 private school) 
Interviewees: (pseudonyms) 
College - Alan 
School - Alexandra, Reva, Philip, Rick 
Project Purpose: 
To improve the instruction and curriculum in the school 
by conducting a semester-long teacher development seminar. 
At the same time, to improve the teacher education program 
at the college through the utilization of private school 
teachers who have some expanded roles as teacher trainers. 
Initiation Process: 
Rick had attended a conference where Alan had presented 
a project which involved working with teachers on designing 
and implementing an innovative physical education 
curriculum. After striking up a conversation about working 
on a similar project in his school, Rick went to Alexandra, 
his department chair, and presented the idea. 
Alan was invited to attend a meeting with Rick and 
Alexandra. At this meeting Alan proposed establishing a 
common framework of understanding about pedagogical 
concepts. He felt that if college students became involved 
with the school as interns, pre-practicum interns, or 
student teachers, everyone would need to speak a common 
language about teacher development. 
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Project Structure: 
After agreeing to work together, Alan began a series of 
eight seminars held at the school during the spring of 1988 
to begin establishing the desired common framework of 
language and constructs. The next semester undergraduate 
students began to spend two periods per week working with 
the teachers in their classes. 
This project provides the college with a laboratory 
school situation for undergraduate methods courses, student 
teachers, and graduate school interns. The private school 
teachers looked at the project as an opportunity for 
professional development. Their responsibilities included 
attending the seminars presented by Alan, working with 
undergraduates and developing skills to act as teacher 
trainers. 
A liason committee composed of the college professor 
and two of the private school teachers attempt to stimulate 
and maintain the process of working to improve both the 
instruction and curriculum in the school and the teacher 
education program at the college. 
Project History: 
Spring 1987 - State convention; initial contact 
Fall 1987 - Weekly seminars 
Spring 1988 - First intern group attends school two 
days/week 
Fall 1989 - present - Interns continue 
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Project #8 - Start-. 
Interview Date: May 12, 1989 
Project Participants: 
College - l professor 
School - 4 middle school physical education teachers 
Interviewees: 
College - Leann 
School - Josh 
Project Purpose: 
To establish a school-college partnership at a public 
school site which will enable professors, student teachers, 
graduate interns, public school teachers and administrators 
to work together in all subject matter areas. College 
personnel have been fully integrated into the day-to-day 
life of this inner city public school. The entire physical 
education staff is involved in this project. 
Initiation Process: 
The initial intention of the project planners was to 
include the subject area of physical education from the 
outset. Due to time constraints and communication 
difficulties, no one took direct and immediate 
responsibility for initiating a working relationship. There 
seemed to be communication problems among members of the 
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school-college team regarding (l) the hiring of personnel 
for the PE program (2) the type of PE program to be 
developed and (3) university faculty time commitment to the 
project. Although school/university collaboration had been 
underway since the shool opened in Sept. 1979, Leann did not 
begin interacting with the school's physical education 
faculty until the second semenster. At this time her 
primary role was the supervision of student teachers. In 
this supervisory capacity, Leann began working on action 
research projects with one staff member and several student 
teachers. 
Project Structure: 
This project involves an intensive, long term- 
collaboration between the entire education department at 
this college and the entire school. For ten years the two 
institutions have worked together to create a middle school. 
Both institutions were involved in hiring the staff, 
enrolling students, and writing the curriculum. 
Because the school-college collaboration is a full 
scale project for the entire school, it is difficult to 
pinpoint specific steps in the development of the 
relationship with physical education teachers. As the 
teachers became more and more comfortable with Leann while 
she was working on the first action research project, 
conversations about curriculum, alternative programs and 
professional behavior began to occur. 
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A major problem in establishing a partnership which 
would include physical education teachers was the lack of 
administrative support for an instructional program in the 
subject area. An enormous amount of time and energy was 
devoted to convincing school administrators to change the 
adverse conditions under which the program operated. 
Project history: 
1979 - Establishment of school/college partnership 
1980-84 - Build trust and credibility 
1984- 85 - Revise school PE program and recruit 
administrative support 
1985- 88 - Involve teachers in competency-based teacher 
education program. Develop comprehensive 
curriculum in PE. 
1988-90 - Involve school personnel in collaborative research 
projects 
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Category Definitions 
These categories were revealed by the review of 
literature and pilot interviews as recurring points of 
importance in the development and maintenance of 
collaborative work. Transcripts were compiled and reviewed 
to identify quotations which could then be assigned to each 
category. 
As a convenience for the reader, the responses within 
each category have been organized into subcategories which 
reflect naturally occuring clusters of quotations. It must 
be understood, however, that these divisions reflect the 
investigator's interests. For example, in several 
categories it was convenient to organize responses into 
those givenby college personnel and those given by school 
personnel. It might have been possible, for example, to 
organize those same responses through the use of other 
varialbes such as participant gender, but such strategies 
did not serve the primary purpose of the investigation. 
Category #: 
1. Initiation Process 
...references to who made the initial contact for the 
project, why the initial contact was made, who's idea 
sparked the initiation and how participants were recruited. 
2. Motivation to Join 
...indications of project purpose(s) accepted by 
participants, statements of individual and group goals and 
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indications of the degree to which the project was 
voluntary. 
3. Decision-making 
...descriptions of how decisions were, or are, being 
made in the project, who makes them, and how much control 
participants feel they have over the decision making 
process. Also included in this category are perceptions of 
the consequences which have been produced by the particular 
pattern of decision making in each project. 
4. Ownership 
...participant perceptions of the roles they played in 
the project and the responsibilities they carried out. This 
also includes participant feelings of ownership for the 
project, level of commitment, and perceptions of shared 
ownership. 
5. Status 
. . .how participants feel about the relative status of 
project members and effect of status differentials on the 
project. Includes comments regarding the status 
differential between university and school personnel. 
6. Outcomes 
...descriptions of project goals and products along 
with discussion concerning the benefits and outcomes 
relative to the burdens of participating in the project. 
Includes the priorities which participants placed on 
particular project outcomes. 
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7. Conflict 
...explanations of disagreements, how they emerged, and 
how they were resolved. 
8. Organizational Cultures 
...indications of different perspectives taken by 
university and school participants regarding the purpose of 
the project, what their respective needs were perceived to 
be, and what opportunities different participants felt the 
project provided. Also included are indications that 
participants came to understand and appreciate the 
differences in vantage points brought by school and college 
members, and that the two cultures each functioned with 
their own particular vocabulary. 
10. Research 
...discussion regarding research procedures undertaken 
during the course of the project. Also included will be 
participants' attitudes toward conducting collaborative 
research. 
Summary 
Throughout the presentation, quotations have been 
selected which exemplify similarities and differences among 
school and college participants. Other research interests or 
theoretical perspectives may have resulted in the selection 
of different excerpts, and no claim is made that either the 
categories or the participant comments they contain express 
a complete account of events within the partnerships. The 
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categories and selected quotations do, however, provide a 
substantial base of data for understanding the aspects of 
school/college collaboration identified in the research 
questions which frame this study. 
The results reported here support the concept of 
multiple realities. Utilizing this concept as a screening 
device, it often was possible to characterize particular 
sets of participant comments as representing either multiple 
or shared realities. In this study there are as many 
realities as there are participants, and their various 
membership roles tend to further diversify 
these realities. Each vantage point has some useful meaning 
for understanding what is going on within the partnership. 
Many of these realities indeed are shared, but there are 
some which clearly are unique to the individual within the 
system. 
Initiation Process 
This category includes responses to questions about 
what participants remembered concerning project initiation. 
Responses varied widely and, aside from instances of no 
recollection about how the project started, ranged from the 
belief that it was natural and proper for the college to 
initiate, to feelings of resentment about who was or was not 
consulted before the project began. Most participants spent 
very little time talking about initiation, they were much 
more interested in telling me about how the project was 
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going, or what they had accomplished. One task which 
several people found particularly difficult was trying to 
imagine what conseguences might have been produced if the 
"other party" had initiated the project. six subcategories 
have emerged within the quotations related to the general 
category of initiation: 
1) Failure to Recall 4) Administrative Influence 
2) College Initiation 5) Mutual Interest 
3) Teacher Initiation 6) Negative Responses 
Failure to Recall: 
Two of the projects in this study were initiated ten 
years ago, so it is understandable that some of the 
participants had a difficult time remembering some of the 
details of that process. Josh had even done some 
preliminary investigation. 
I can't remember, I asked Leann the same thing and she 
said she can't remember either. She [Leann] must have 
snuck in while we weren't paying attention or 
something. (Josh, S-8) 
Even participants from projects which began recently had a 
difficult time remembering. Reva talked about her lack of 
clarity concerning why or how the project was initiated. 
I had no idea we were about to embark on this mission. 
All I remember was, I guess it was last [pause] I don't 
even know how long ago it was...we had to make sure we 
planned this Friday morning to meet this Dr. Spaulding. 
I thought it was just to show us some things he was 
doing and we could possibly use. (Reva, S-7) 
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Several other participants had only tentative recollections 
about the actual initiation process and how they were to be 
involved. 
I don’t know who initially started [the relationship] 
between our central office and Bob, to tell you the 
truth. I think Bob probably presented it to them, I 
would guess, and then the central office that runs the 
city schools here went for it because they fund it...My 
guess is that he presented the idea to them and they 
accepted the idea. (Andy, S-5) 
College Initiation: 
Not everyone had vague or tentative recollections. Although 
in several instances it was difficult to determine who 
initiated the project, many participants vividly remembered 
the first occasion of their own personal involvement. 
Accounts in this subcategory describe instances in which it 
is clear that college personnel initiated the project. 
Kim asked me if I was interested and invited me to a 
meeting and we all sat down to figure out different 
ways we could do things and decide on what we were 
doing. (Samantha, S-5) 
We have been working in cooperation with [the 
university] collaboration, cooperation more or less, 
working with their students. I was asked to choose a 
couple of students who were good students, basically, 
but needed some direction. So that's basically how it 
started, she came to me and asked me to single some 
kids out... (Harley, S-5) 
[Alan and Roger] were coming back on the plane [from a 
state convention] and I guess Alan had been talking 
about the work he was doing in...[other places] and, I 
don't know, Roger may even have gone to his workshop, 
and Roger was saying "we do a lot of our teaching in 
the way you talk about." So Alan said to Roger, would 
you be interested in a collaboration?" (Alexandra, S-7) 
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As one of the younger staff members, Philip's response to 
the project proposal was not as enthusiastic, but it does 
clearly indicate the source of initiation. 
Roger is the one who met him on an airplane from the 
conference. . .he said, "there'-s this guy Alan Spaulding 
and he runs this program and he really wants to start 
working with a school to implement a lot of the things 
that he had been working on and researching up at the 
university level. He wants to implement them at the 
school level." And I was like "oh shit!" Alexandra 
and Roger were really gung ho, "sure, bring him in!" 
and Reva and I were like, "aww, no" but that's the way 
I felt. (Philip, s-7) 
Alexandra (S-7) expressed a feeling about university 
initiation which seemed to permeate many of the school 
teachers'assumptions about the role colleges play in 
initiating projects. 
... if teachers are around and they think there might be 
a program [they will cooperate], but I think the 
university is probably going to be the one to initiate 
it. 
In many instances this initiating role was played out when 
college personnel were supervising student teachers. 
At that time I was supervising a student teacher at the 
. . .middle school and knowing that the middle school 
philosophy is one that has some flexibility and also 
recognizing the strength of the teachers at [that] 
school, I just said something in passing...I knew they 
were doing some fitness work already in the school and 
they were interested in learning. (Margo, C-3) 
College initiation was undertaken for a variety of 
reasons such as providing service to the schools, enhancing 
the teacher education program, and identification of a need 
in the community. 
...Ross and I had a number of conversations and we 
decided that maybe it would be worthwhile to spend 
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some time up there...If there was any way of which I 
could be of help to what was going on in the 
schools... i went there with the idea of just going 
around and seeing what was happening, talking to the 
teachers and if anything came up like that I might be 
of help on, I would do it or I would collaborate with 
Ross on. ...At it's conceptualization, the 
understanding was that this would be a service project. 
(Henry, C-4) 
I said..."It seems to me that what we ought to be doing 
is maybe getting together and talking about some 
projects we might work on that might focus on some of 
the information that would be helpful to [their] 
school, and some of the things that [their school] is 
doing that would be helpful to our teacher education 
program, both in terms of insight, perspective, and 
expertise." (Alan, 07) 
I had talked to the director of physical education and 
the city schools were going through the middle school 
changeover. As a result, [they] were looking at all 
the different curricula [but] nobody was looking at PE. 
Nobody was doing anything and he said "would you be 
interested in helping us out ?" and I said "sure." 
(Bob, 05) 
In one instance, a college faculty member provided a more 
complex picture of what university initiation might involve. 
[If we had initiated the project] it wouldn't have 
worked, I don't think. I could have offered that and 
if they'd said "sure let's go with it," then I'd have 
said, "let's go with it." But that's not something I 
would commonly do. To me, the genesis, the felt need, 
had to come from the people in the schools. (Margo, 
C-3) 
Teacher Initiation 
The notion of school personnel approaching faculty in 
college departments was a difficult concept for teachers to 
imagine. Only two of the eight projects were initiated by 
teachers and both of these were reactions to some form of 
prior input by college personnel. Emily "picked up" on a 
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comment made during a professor's presentation at an 
inservice workshop. Likewise, Nadine wrote a grant proposal 
in order to fulfill an administrative request to expand the 
work she had been doing with her fitness curriculum — a 
program previously influenced by a college sponsored 
curriculum conference. 
An uneasy yet obvious relationship between initiation 
and ownership is evident in the words of the teachers below. 
If I instigate something, I am really ready to go. If 
they come in with it, it's not that I wouldn't do it, 
but I think I might take a little longer to get going. 
I might sit back and wonder what they want. I think if 
you're going to have a good program between a 
university and a public school, I think it should be 
instigated by the public schools. (Emily, S-6) 
...she (Margo, C-3) came to me with information and I 
called Professor B and the whole thing was set up from 
there...When we went to the school committee last 
year... Professor B came up and talked to them because 
she wanted to go again this year and I thought it was 
important for them to meet her and for her to explain 
what was going on rather than just from us. (Nadine, 
S-3) 
Speculation about role reversal (ie. school rather than 
college initiation) seemed to be so foreign to some of the 
participants that they responded as though a different 
question had been asked. 
Question:Do you suppose it would have been different if 
the project had been initiated by a teacher. 
Answer: I did have the support. That's one thing going 
for me in terms of commitment. I had the support of 
the Dean of the College, I had the support of the 
University, and I did have, at the time, the support of 
the state organization. (Vanessa, C-l) 
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One teacher and one professor did at least attempt to answer 
the question about role reversal. 
had been initiated by us, it would have been 
different. if we could work out a way for us to 
initiate the asking of assistance it would maybe be 
dl ,eifenb as opposed to her saying, or some school 
administrator saying, "this person is going to come 
down from [the university] to help you quys out." 
(Dana, S-l) 
I don't know, it's hard to speculate. If Ross had come 
to me he would have had particular needs...I don't know 
what his agenda would have been if he came to me in the 
beginning and said, let's try this or this. I don't 
know how I would have reacted. (Henry, C-4) 
The most analytic response was provided by Emily (S-6) who 
turned the role reversal around and talked about how she 
would have reacted to college initiation. 
It probably wouldn't bother me because I'm not that 
type of person that will say "aww, one more thing to 
do" because I love what I'm doing. There might be 
people that would feel that way. I don't know if my 
enthusiasm would be as much as when you instigate 
something yourself. I probably would after I got into 
it, but in the beginning I wouldn't have been as 
aggressive in getting it going. 
Many of the school personnel felt their ideas or 
problems were the basis for the initiation process. The 
overwhelming response to questions about initiation was that 
no matter who made the first move, the project could not 
have begun until the teachers involved designated what they 
wanted to work on. 
...of course they needed volunteers, so I felt like it 
would have been a good idea for me as a tea^her to 
somehow get involved with the university and to work on 
some project. Once we got together, we initiated, 
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the teachers came up with a concern within their 
classroom which they weren't 
needed some kind of help 
(Dylan, s-5) 
or 
dealing with, that 
information to work 
they 
with. 
. a colle<3e3 in the spring and said "[my co- 
and 1 would like to do something. We're not 
quite sure what we want to do, how we want to do it, 
but we want to do something. Would you be willing to 
come in with us?" she jumped on it. (Emily, s-6) 
In some cases, teachers had ideas and then recruited college 
personnel to initiate projects, in other cases it was the 
college personnel who had ideas and recruited teachers to 
initiate a project within their school. In a sense this 
makes the notion of initiation by one party an artifact. It 
makes "initiator" into an arbitrary designation, as in many 
cases both parties have an equal role in initiating the 
project. 
...I might not have picked up on [this] had she not 
mentioned it, quite honestly. So maybe I instigated 
it, but the little hint was there...I'm not quite sure 
that when I said I instigiated it, she didn't come up 
and say "let's go with it," but she said they'd work 
with anybody that wants to do something... (Emily, S-6) 
Administrative Influence; 
Suprisingly few administrators were involved with 
initiating projects. Bob consciously wanted to involve 
principals and talked about his experiences in learning how 
to follow the appropriate channels in the public school 
system. 
I made the first contact, it was my idea to do this...I 
sent a written document... to the Assistant 
Superintendent and then that proposal was sent to the 
principals. Principals made the decisions, that's in 
consulting with the department heads from each 
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lncipal level, to the 
up...it's important to 
Participants in Project #2, however, attempted to involve 
superintendents, but with minimal success. 
(Bud, C-2) 
Overall, administrative influence appeared to be a function 
oflocal context. Dana (S-l) felt teachers would listen to 
principals before they would respond to her initiation 
ideas. 
[Initiation] would carry more weight coming from the 
principals. ...Depends on your principal, I don't 
think our staff has that [bad a] feeling about our 
principal at all. He's right in there pulling. He has 
his shirt sleeves rolled up and he's right in the 
flurry of it all...He's a brand new principal for us 
and it's making a big difference. (Dana, S-l) 
Kim (C-5) expressed her frustration with administrators. 
The third one [project burden] that really pops into my 
head that was really frustrating was the lack of 
administrative support. Here the ...city schools and 
Board of Education had been involved in initiating, 
have approved of this project, and they've given us 
money. And then when it filters down to the 
administrator in each of the schools — most of them 
could care less. (Kim, C-5) 
Negative Responses: 
As noted in the introduction, the interviews revealed a 
wide variety of perceptions concerning initiation. These 
included no recollection at all, a vague and tentative 
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remembrance of events, an astute awareness of beginnings 
including specific details and even distinct recall of 
feelings associated with the process of initiation — 
notably resentment concerning coercive exercise of 
authority to compell participation. In Project #7 the 
physical education director felt as though the staff had 
discussed and agreed upon entering into a collaborative 
relationship. The younger members of the staff did not 
express quite the same recollection. 
If I had had any input into it before the initial 
meeting, I might have felt better about all of it...I 
wish I had more say at the outset about what was going 
to happen. I wish I hadn't felt impinged upon...I had 
no idea it was going to be what it became. We were 
pretty much told that "this is what we were doing." 
(Reva, S-7) 
Mutuality: 
In contrast to the circumstances described above, some 
sense of collaborative initiation did appear in Projects #5 
& #8. 
...in order for us to work together collaboratively, 
you need to know [what they were looking for]. I did 
that at the first session...I began to get a feel for 
what they were looking for and they got a feel for what 
I was looking for . So, if we had mutual interests, 
then we could work together. (Kim, C-5) 
This entire project is initiated by the President of 
the College and the Chancellor of the Public 
Schools...This is something they've all discussed. 
They felt it would be a good collaborative 
project. . .invitations went to identify individuals who 
would be interested in working with the school/college 
team to create the school. (Leann, C-8) 
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Summary: 
In order to summarize the initiation category it is 
important to recall the definition cited in Chapter I: 
Initiation - activities which include introduction of 
the original idea, recruitment of participants, 
procuring financial support, setting up first meetings, 
establishing preliminary procedures for decision 
making, and providing opportunities for mutual 
satisfaction. 
Analysis of data has revealed that the initiation phase of 
each project was not remembered by most of the participants 
as a particularly salient aspect of the project. A majority 
of participants had difficulty recalling exactly who made 
the initial contact between institutions. A compilation of 
responses from all participants shows a variety of 
initiation patterns. Project #1 and 2 were undoubtedly 
initiated by college personnel. In Project #3, 5, and 6 the 
school personnel responded to a stimulus from a college 
faculty member. Project #4, 7 and 8 were mostly remembered 
as mutually initiated when participants concurrently 
recognized an opportunity to work together. 
It is impossible to treat initiation as a single event. 
As indicated in the definition above, making the first move 
with a phone call is one step, but calling the first meeting 
is a separate entity. By and large, college people tended 
to take the lead in organizing events, but did not 
necessarily make the first phone call. In general, once the 
initial contact was established, college personnel rather 
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than teachers were more likely to be responsible for the 
organizational phases of initiation such as calling the 
first formal meeting and seeking support funds. 
Establishment of that first gontact in these eight 
projects pointed toward two contexts, a) student teaching 
and b) professional conferences, which appeared to provide 
fertile ground for the discovery of mutual interests for 
teachers and professors. A majority of the college level 
participants had been involved with supervising student 
teachers and the consequent contact with school personnel 
often served as the basis for approaching them to initiate 
the project. Mutual initiation occurred during the kind of 
discussions which occur at workshops, conferences, and 
seminars when participants spontaneously recognized similar 
interests and opportunities to work together. 
Although teachers did not comfortably see themselves 
as having had responsibility for initiating projects, they 
were adamant about their full participation in the process 
of identifying concerns and issues which gave direction to 
their project. Once the projects were underway, teachers 
began to initiate ideas about defining problems and assumed 
responsibility for finding solutions which were appropriate 
for their own environment. 
Motivation to Join 
It does not take long in an interview study to 
discover how much more comfortably people relate to 
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objective rather than subjective questions. In this 
category, excerpts from the interviews showed that 
respondents discussed project purposes and oals much more 
readily than their personal motivation to join or 
participate. Quite often when asked the motivation question 
at the beginning of the interview, they would talk about the 
purpose of the project. Feelings about why they joined often 
did not appear until the last question was asked about what 
they considered to be the benefits and burdens of 
participation. Sub-categories were developed for three 
groups of participant responses: 
1) Teacher Motivation 3) Project Purposes 
2) College Personnel Motivation 
Teacher Motivation: 
Teachers were interested in improving their teaching, 
keeping up to date with new material, and earning re¬ 
certification credits. Defining the purpose of their 
project represented what most teachers felt was their 
motivation for joining. 
To me the purpose has been to, I think, just to 
motivate people that are in the field already, kind of 
like in-service, to keep you up to date, and to 
motivate you to do the things you really should be 
doing. So that you're not slacking off or taking the 
easy way out...We [also] had in-service credits for 
it...I think I got 6 credits for that, which for 
anybody certainly is a big incentive...that's not why I 
did it of course, but it was a bonus. (Beth, S-4) 
Dana provided the widest variety of reasons for her 
motivation to participate. 
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It*S always fun to get together to share new ideas. 
gleaning stuff. [Sometimes] you feel like 
^ j otally out of it, you feel like maybe you are 
“Ctl?g y°Ur classGS in an archaic fashion. How do 
vnn h2^?4-4Y°U4.rGa^ What y°U Can get 3 hold of and what 
y have time to digest but otherwise you really don’t 
Know. I m in a situation where I truly and sincerely 
Z** to do tbe best damn job I can with and for those 
kids. Sometimes I just don’t know how to do that. 
(Dana, S-l) 
One of the physical education directors talked about his 
views of teacher motivation for the project in which he was 
involved. 
People were enthused and they went to conferences that 
they weren't willing to do before to find out more 
information and they loved coming back, I felt anyway, 
to share with their peers, the fellow teachers in the 
other buildings, that didn’t know. (Ross, S-4) 
Teachers also expressed opinions about their colleagues' 
interests. 
I liked it a lot, cause I think you can learn from 
anybody. A lot of people didn't want to learn from 
somebody that was in college, you know people who have 
been teaching for a long time. But I welcomed the 
idea, but I was rare, you know I wasn't a majority as 
far as that was concerned. (Andy, S-5) 
College Personnel Motivation: 
Alan seemed to wrap up nearly all of the motives for 
college personnel motivation in one response. 
My plan initially was we could do research projects [at 
the school], do all sorts of collaborative things, 
teachers and university people working together on 
things and publish it and have a center for 
teaching...It provided an opportunity [for the 
teachers] for doing professional things with the 
students being drawn in with the notion that they would 
be taking a more active role in training teachers at a 
university. And the fact that they would also be 
getting some tuition remission certificates. (Alan, 
C-7) 
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Again, it was much easier for college personnel to talk 
about their perceptions of why the teachers joined, or the 
benefits that teachers would accrue, rather than to discuss 
their own feelings. 
They could come in here for a week. They could come 
pretty close to earning three credits. They didn't 
have to sacrifice a lot of time over the summer and 
then they could take what they'd learned and implement 
it on the job and then come back the following year 
(Bud, C-2) 
We're really trying to get the educators some in- 
service training... so they can relate and develop their 
curriculum. [We also wanted] to really kind of get 
that physical educator something that they can go to 
the school board, they can go to the principal, 
superintendent, those decision making people and say, 
"this is the rationale that I'm giving you to have 
quality, daily physical education... (Vanessa, C-l) 
Henry provided a different perspective on motivation 
when he talked about the fact that he was in a different 
place professionally than many of his colleagues. 
I've been a full professor for almost ten years, so I 
didn't have any promotions to worry about. I had 
published, I didn't see this as a publishing venture 
for me, or even a research venture. I saw it as an 
opportunity to serve the schools, to enrich the program 
[at the college] by enriching my knowledge. I would 
learn more about what was going on in the schools, I 
would be up to date with the problems that face 
teachers themselves. (Henry, C-4) 
Although Bob is in a slightly different career position, he 
agreed with Henry and generalized about his colleagues' 
needs to "get a foot in the door." 
I don't think I am totally motivated by research per se 
as it isn't the type of thing that you turn around 
quickly. It takes time, I think another strong 
motivator, and I think as a professor I'm not any 
different than anybody else in this case, I think you 
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need to be in touch and I think 
nose in there. (Bob, C-5) 
Project Purposps: 
you have to have your 
The specific purpose of each project can be found in 
the project descriptions. Quotations have been selected 
here to give examples of differences in perception between 
college and school personnel. Teachers tended to view 
project purposes in terms of individual improvement while 
college personnel viewed purposes in terms of group 
benefits. 
For me, it s (not only] to show me that what I did...at 
the time was right, [but] that other people believe in 
it. I learn a little more about the theory behind what 
I do because I probably did it naturally, developed it 
within the years and I am adept doing something about 
something that somebody else wrote the theory about. I 
looked at myself, I learned more about positive 
reinforcement. (Roger, S-7) 
...to develop programs in the schools, physical 
education programs and in connection with that, to have 
activities to develop staff. So it's program 
development, staff development in the schools that's 
the primary purpose with the unwritten understanding 
that the college will get benefits from this as they 
come along. (Henry, C-4) 
Summary: 
Every interviewee was enthusiastic about their 
participation in the partnership. Motivating personnel to 
join rarely presented a problem to the initiators. Teachers 
welcomed the opportunity to work with college personnel, 
improve their teaching, catch up on new techniques and earn 
re-certification credits. Recurring motivational themes for 
college personnel included the need to improve school 
programs and the opportunity to stay in touch with school 
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settings and school personnel. In both cases, collaboration 
was seen as a means of accessing information not otherwise 
available within the solitary school or college context. 
Ownership 
Feelings of ownership were almost as difficult for 
participants to discuss as motivation. As in the previous 
category where project purposes were more objective and 
perhaps thereby "safe,” participants were more comfortable 
talking about roles and responsibilities than revealing 
their personal sense of commitment toward the project. 
Although both school and college personnel confirmed their 
general belief in the project, they found it difficult to 
provide any detailed explanation of the specific grounds for 
that attachment. The sub-category breakdown in this section 
includes: 
1) Sense of Belonging 4) Sharing Ownership 
2) Roles and Responsibilities 5) Negative Responses 
3) Commitment 
Sense of Belonging 
When participants responded to questions about 
ownership they spoke either about a sense of the project 
belonging to themselves individually, or belonging to both 
the school and college together. 
I feel that this is our project and he [college 
professor] just sat outside and helped us a little bit, 
just put it together. So it's our project and it's 
done for our kids because we felt strongly that it's 
good for our kids. (Roger, S-7) 
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for mo Jh® VeTY mutu?1 arrangement and it's really, 
feelina t^at°?iY ”kY ifc WOUld work because if I hav4 a 
h r L ! V Y ave an agenda...then we're so busy 
e and we have so many demands on our time fthat it 
wouldn't work]. (Alexandra, s-7) 1 
One professor qualified his response to the question by 
explaining that he usually takes control, but in this case 
was willing to share responsibility for ownership with the 
teachers. 
I think it belongs to both of us. I'm the type of 
person that when I get on something I'm a little hard 
pushing and I haven't pushed this very hard. (Alan, 
C-7) 
Issues of control also appeared during discussions of 
ownership. It was important to teachers that they made 
decisions, and college personnel emphasized their attempts 
to put this control in the teachers' hands. 
...the real key to it at that point was that this 
document [the curriculum] is theirs, not mine. I always 
make sure I tell them that at each workshop. This is 
your curriculum, not mine, I remind them of it. (Bob, 
C-5) 
I think I would have dropped out of the project if 
somebody told me what to do totally and I didn't have 
room to give some input into what was going on...I felt 
like that was my project. It was different from the 
recipe that we started out with because I picked that, 
I picked the change and how I wanted to change. 
(Samantha, S-7) 
Roles and Responsibilities; 
Defining roles and responsibilities was relatively easy 
for most participants. It is important to note the great 
variety of roles throughout the eight projects. As a 
consequence of this diversity, only a few examples of 
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particular roles will be provided. Many school personnel 
were more inclined to identify broadly defined roles such as 
problem identifiers, field site providers, and support 
receivers. 
He [college professor] gave me ideas on what to do. He 
roe the strategies on what to do. You have to 
remember, three years before we did this, he's the one 
that gave me the curriculum guide and changed my ideas 
on what to teach...I would have taught it [PE] totally 
if I hadn't worked with him before. (Andy, S- 
5) 1 
We were working together to help me to be able to feel 
comfortable in controlling and being able to get across 
what I was trying to teach kids...I was watching myself 
more than she was watching me. And I watched myself 
even closer when she was up on the stage watching me. 
I was more conscious of what was going on. (Samantha, 
S-5) 
In contrast, college personnel tended to define roles in 
somewhat narrower terms of function such as observing 
classes, instructing, and designing research. 
We're looking for a triad, a collaboration between 
curriculum expert, the subject area expert, and the 
classroom teacher. My role is, I am two parts of the 
triad, I'm a curriculum person and a subjective area 
person or expert in exercise physiology and my whole 
role in this project was to put together something that 
would make sense from a curricular perspective. (Brock, 
06) 
What I did that summer was I worked on the curriculum. 
We wanted to give the teachers a supplement because 
they were complaining there weren't enough ideas in the 
curriculum booklet of things they could do. (Kim, 05) 
Some participants felt there were significant differences 
between school and college roles. School personnel in 
general focused on classroom change or their own teaching 
effectiveness. 
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They [college personnel] had something in mind that 
ey wanted to do and we had something that we wanted 
to do. I can't say our goals were the same because 
they certainly weren't. They were into the research 
end of it, we are into something completely different. 
But it certainly complimented one another...It probably 
worked because they [college personnel] are not pushy 
people. I think it would not have worked if they had 
hounded us. (Emily, s-6) 
College personnel understood their resource role and were 
constantly aware of their outside perspective. 
. . .we were able to play the professorial role in the 
curriculum writing project... And then we played a 
professorial, real resource role. We created a 
framework, suggested how they might get started with 
their teachers and so on...I see myself as an 
intelligent outsider with certain motives, that is to 
help in the program. (Henry, C-4) 
As a listener during the 24 interviews, it was clear 
that while each participant could describe one or more roles 
within the project, they seemed less certain that the roles 
actually functioned in the way they described. Some of this 
may have been a consequence of my failure to probe more 
deeply into their response with regard to roles, but it 
remains possible that they themselves sensed some distance 
between roles as ideally described and roles as actually 
carried out. 
I know generally they are looking for whether people 
who exercise every day are going to be more physically 
fit than those who don't...That's what we're doing, but 
there's got to be more to it than that, that they re 
looking for. (Emily, S-6) 
...Dr. Hughes had come in with these collegial ideas 
that I said "great, that's really nice" and I kind of 
placated but in my mind I knew there was no way in 
world it was going to work. (Josh, S-8) 
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Commitment. 
Levels of commitment to the projects generally ran 
high, but no one claimed total engagement because at least 
some of everyone's time had to be devoted to other 
responsibilities. in every instance, these projects were 
only a segment of the participants' work load. 
My commitment is about 75%, the majority of it is with 
the intern...I work very well with him. He's coming 
along nicely. I implement a lot of the stuff we 
learned about last year with my lower classes...You 
know, I don't wake up every day and think Alan 
Spaulding [college professor] and how to plan lessons 
about [his] book we read last year, so it's not 100% 
but it's pretty high. (Philip, S-7) 
If you asked me on a scale from tremendously to 
partially, it's got to be somewhere above partially, 
but in terms of time commitment not tremendously, 
because it is only a pilot project. (Brock, C-6) 
Some of the participants attributed their high level of 
commitment to the benefits they derived from the project. 
...it enhances, it broadens what I am able to do as a 
professional. ...It makes the job more challenging 
intellectually so I feel a big investment in doing it 
and continuing. Professionally it's leading me in ways 
where I might be able to get a better job, so it's 
different...(Alexandra, S-7) 
Bob (C-5) offered some advice about institutional commitment 
and relayed his interpretation about why many teachers were 
committed to his project. 
...to do it right you have to be committed. You have 
to have a personal commitment to it. You also have to 
have a commitment from the institution that your're 
working for, the university to support it and there has 
to be a commitment from the public schools. A sincere 
commitment, not just lip service. 
I-11 be honest with you, I think they did it because we 
offered other things...days off, time off, we offered 
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™oney,ranmtle^HtS'rtthat’S 3 lot (and) we offered 
takeYthose away an^trv U • If I were to 
levels of commitment]? agai"’ 1 d°n,t know lab°ut 
Sharing Ownership: 
Examples of feelings of the shared benefits of 
collaboration occurred in almost every project. Rather than 
being described as a structural characteristic of the 
project, mutuality often was designated as a distinct and 
separate benefit in itself a desirable outcome, to be 
derived from participation. 
...it's been a very mutual arrangement and it's really, 
for me, the only way it would have worked because if I 
have a feeling that they [college personnel] have an 
agenda that they're going to get you whether it works 
with us or not, then we're so busy here, we have so 
many demands on our time...I know they [college 
personnel] can't do it without us, that we're an 
integral part of what they need. I feel they respect 
us professionally... (Alexandra, s-7) 
. . .from the very beginning I saw it as an opportunity 
to share information that I understood and was 
connected to and to get that, on a systematic basis, 
into the ears and brains of teachers who I knew and 
felt were doing quality things in their program, 
[although] we didn't call them the same things. (Alan, 
C-7) 
Several quotes are used here to represent the similar yet 
different outlooks that both school and college personnel 
had in terms of their definitions of collaboration. Andy, a 
veteran junior high school teacher speaks first, 
It was collaborative. It really was in the truest 
sense. I know I could easily say he [college personnel] 
had the hammer and I was his guinea pig, but it wasn't 
like that. He gave me some ideas that he made clear I 
could completely disregard if I didn't like how it 
went, but then I tried his ideas because I was open to 
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trying them. They 
successful. (Andy, 
went well [and] they 
S-5) 
were 
Bob, a college professor has a view which, while generally 
the same, differs in some subtle ways. 
wholenthw!Y TV0?! ThGy d°n,t have to own the 
,.hpv g* don t think collaboration means that 
to keen v9 * 1 kn°W it,£5 hard tforl You want 
ownershiP autonomy consistent 
all through [the project]...My points were: you're 
thi^\f°rx.a rfsource reason and your strength as a 
coilaborator is your knowledge of research design. 
(Bob, C-5) 
Negative Responses 
There were not many negative responses, but it is 
important to note that not everyone was totally positive 
about their feelings of ownership and contribution. 
I don't feel like it belongs to me and I don't feel 
like I am reaping any of the benefits of it...I don't 
know what I'd want from it, you know, I don't know what 
I would get at this point. I don't want to sound 
selfish, but, yeah, I feel like I got nothing out of 
it. (Reva, S-7) 
One participant talked about the control issue and how much 
he feared that his lack of ownership left him no 
alternatives. 
I feel like that at any time it could all be taken away 
because of budget cuts...at any time it could be taken 
away, not by the department or Dr. ... or even the 
Phys. Ed. department over at the college, I don't feel 
it's a threat, but the budget constraints threaten it. 
I just look at it as a great situation, everything is 
good, and what it will be will be. We plan for the 
future, and if it's not there, we've had the experience 
of a very good situation. (Josh, S-8) 
Summary: 
Participant comments which were sorted into the 
ownership category reveal a complex picture. In some cases 
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there is a high degree of unanimity, but in other cases the 
answers tend to diverge and are dispersed over a wide range. 
Teachers focused primarily on identifying concerns which 
college personnel could help them rectify. it followed, 
then, that school personnel expected to be able to make 
decisions about which problems they would choose to work on. 
College personnel identified themselves as resources for 
identifying approaches to problem solution. Many professors 
were careful to preserve and protect teachers' feelings of 
ownership and to recognize their desire to identify 
problems. On the other hand, it clearly was not always 
possible to translate this intention into reality. For some 
participants, perceived status differential translated 
itself into a dominant role for college personnel which made 
shared ownership impossible. 
Commitment to projects generally was high, but never 
all encompassing as everyone had other professional 
responsibilities. Conversations about commitment reflected 
participants' feelings about the benefits which they gained, 
ie. those who felt they benefitted tremendously were more 
highly committed than those who felt the benefits were 
minimal. Only one teacher felt she did not "get anything 
out of the project." 
An important aspect of ownership as defined by teachers 
was the sense that they could take or leave the advice given 
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by college personnel. Teachers felt ownership of the 
projects was in direct proportion to their participation in 
identifying the problem(s) to be addressed, and their 
freedom to reject or accept the solutions developed. 
Veteran teachers especially verbalized the importance of 
being provided with the option to utilize or ignore 
information provided by the college. 
As a listener, it seemed to me that the inclination of 
teachers to say that their sense of freedom was partly 
structured around the fact that they knew they could reject 
or ignore suggestions is a consequence of the way the 
partnerships were structured. My sense was that many of the 
participants never got beyond a relationship where teachers 
perceived college faculty as people who would give them 
advice. It is likely to be true that only when 
relationships go beyond give and take, to joint structuring 
of solutions, that people will feel such ownership of the 
solution that they won't need to feel that their autonomy 
requires the right to reject it. 
A more broad generalization about feelings of ownership 
indicates that teachers viewed the projects from a personal 
standpoint, while college personnel took an institutional 
view. For teachers, the focus of the projects was to 
improve their teaching effectiveness or to gain educational 
opportunities for their students. In contrast, college 
personnel had a wider view of benefits which included such 
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items as the collaborative relationship itself and the 
positive effect on participant interactions. 
Decision-Making 
Data placed in the category for decision making deal 
with control, and in that broad sense are not unlike 
material in the sub-category for shared ownership. Here, 
however, data deal more explicitly with opportunities to 
make choices and how those choices represent a measure of 
control over events within the project. Teachers talked, 
for example, about how influential the opportunity to make 
decisions was to their enthusiasm for the project. College 
personnel also were constantly aware of the importance of 
offering choices and sharing the process of making 
decisions. Administrators were only rarely discussed by the 
participants, but the references to their decision making 
power were both specific and emphatic. 
It was inevitable that some of the quotations presented 
in the ownership category might have served to illustrate 
how participants discussed issues of control and decision 
making. The determination to categorize in one way rather 
than another emerged from a sense of context, or in the 
nuances of inflection heard in the tapes. Often these 
inflections were not captured in the transcript. Feelings 
of ownership, for example, were based in many instances on 
the opportunity to make decisions. Quotations selected 
to represent participant's responses about decision making, 
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however, did not link such power with a sense of belonging, 
ownership or commitment. Instead, the link here is more 
mechanical in that the relationship between decisions and 
control is recognized either implicitly or, in many cases, 
explicitly. Sub-categories for decision making include: 
1 * School Control 3) Administrative Control 
College Control 4) School/Colleae Decisions 
School Control: 
Several of the teachers were emphatic about how often 
they were the decision makers. Quotations in this sub¬ 
category reveal the degree to which teachers felt that 
having the opportunity to make decisions was important to 
the outcome of the project. 
I made the decisions, Kim [graduate student] told me 
she wasn’t going to...It would have been my decision if 
I decided to let her make the decisions! (chuckle) I 
had total control of what I was wanting to do, what I 
did, and the outcome...it made a difference [that] I 
was in total control of what I was doing and how I did 
it. (Samantha, S-5) 
. . .he [college professor] gave me the authority to veto 
any of it if I didn't like what was going on. And then 
he watched it as it proceeded and then we'd sit down 
after he watched me teach, then he'd show me his 
results and it was working and I liked what was 
happening, so we kept rolling. (Andy, S-5) 
When college personnel successfully encouraged and supported 
teacher decision making, this effort was reflected not only 
in the teachers' enthusiasm for their projects, (see S-5 
quotation above) , but in the satisfaction afforded the 
college partner as well. 
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...she [Samantha] came up with the ideas herself, so 
that was really exciting to me that I didn't have to 
coax her along on where to go with management. We 
Hollowed this through a couple of months and she tried 
each of the strategies one at a time, she changed them 
one at a time. (Kim, 05) 
Teachers were adamant about the importance of the 
opportunity to make choices. 
I like having a choice, I don't like somebody coming up 
to me and saying you have got to try this this way...It 
wouldn't work for somebody to walk in and say "no, you 
can't do this, you've got to do it this way." I wasn't 
hired to be told to do it somebody else's way. 
(Samantha, S-5) 
The two younger staff members in Project #7 were the only 
participants who resented the imposition of the project on 
their teaching. Those negative feelings may be read as 
consequences of not having had initial opportunity to make 
decisions about the project. 
Philip [young colleague] and I really felt as if we had 
no choice because they [two older teachers] were, like, 
really into it...Last year I remember feeling a little 
bit of resentment because for two people who really 
didn't have any say whether we were doing it, we were 
doing most of the work!...We were the dogs doing all 
the writing and testing and analyzing each other with 
the stop watches and all that other stuff. (Reva, S-7) 
College Control: 
There was no question in participants' minds about when 
the college personnel were in control and making decisions. 
In most cases that control appeared during the initiation or 
organizational stage. 
...the first year Alan [college personnel] controlled 
it completely because we had to sit with him for weeks 
and weeks and weeks to learn the theory. Then over here 
it's in our control right now, if we want to or are 
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able to implement what we learned in the classes. So 
right now it's in our hands. (Roger, S-7) 
We set the stage, exactly what the focus of that group 
[at the first meeting] was supposed to be, what the 
product of it would be at the end of the workshop, and 
then where we would go past that. Then we [college 
personnel and teacher] set up a design and got the idea 
first and then set up a strategy in which we wanted to 
research that area. (Bob, 05) 
Basically I was in charge of setting up the way in 
which each would go, but I made a conscious effort not 
to be a dictator in the situation. To set up a 
meeting, I would start the meeting and immediately we 
would get into some task or I would introduce the 
consultant of the evening who I'd gotten from the 
college who then had a task they were to do and they 
were responsible then for the task for the evening. 
(Margo, C-3) 
Evidence of college control also appeared in terms of 
expectations about work assignments. Professors had 
structured the projects with specific intentions that 
teachers would carry out certain tasks. 
We were supposed to [do the work the college professor 
expected]...that's what all the work sheets were for. 
If we hadn't done all this stuff? We were supposed tol 
Alan said, "well next time I come back, people, I hope 
you will have done this." (Reva, S-7) 
They were expected to develop a ... program and some of 
them had modest programs to begin with. But the 
expectation was, they would take what they had learned 
and they would go back and they would do something to 
implement it given the constraints of the situation 
they were in. (Bud, C-2) 
In more than one case, the college professor's dominant 
personality was directly linked to control of the project. 
Teachers sometimes were overwhelmed by the professors' 
enthusiasm about working with schools and the subject at 
hand. 
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Alan [college professor] ran the show, not only that 
meeting, but for most of the meetings. Alan loves to 
talk and it's hard to turn him off. He has a lot of 
ideas and he's very bright and knowledgeable and we all 
respect him for that and so, the first meeting was like 
a gushing of Alan's excitement over this whole thing, 
which is a lot the way he operates, and mostly silence 
from everyone else. (Alexandra, S-7) 
Participants recognized giving advice and provision of 
resources as forms of college control. As long as decisions 
about utilization of advice and distribution of resources 
remained with the teachers, however, they regarded such 
assymetrical distribution of power as appropriate. 
It was always they were there to help you. You know, 
"hey, do you know what they're doing over at...they do 
this, did you ever try that?" They come back and the 
next time they're doing it and they say, "hey, look at 
that, it worked for you!" That has been very, very 
crucial in the success of the center. (Ross, S-4) 
I gave her books...and said, "here, go through these 
and let's talk about what kinds of strategies you want 
to develop." I had an idea in my mind of where I 
thought she could go but I was going to have her come 
up with the ideas. She actually shocked me, everything 
I thought she should do, she came up with the idea to 
do. (Kim, C-5) 
In contrast, however, several veteran teachers talked about 
unwelcome advice which came from the college personnel and 
keeping their own council concerning what works and what 
doesn1t. 
I had been to a workshop before where it was suggested 
that we not have students do pushups or run as a means 
of punishment because that instills in them certain 
feelings toward exercise. I love for students to do 
pushups. I think that is a great way for them to learn 
what to do and what not to do...Certain 
have been instructed.. .that we should not do. We ve 
been doing them for years! (Harley, S-5) 
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Administrative Control 
Here again, administrators' influence appeared to be 
minimal. The importance of such administrative decisions as 
the provision of release time was identified by some, but 
day to day participation in project decisions by school 
was not characteristic of any project. Two 
college professors did remark about checking with the 
administration before approaching teachers. 
...you sense, even though we were trying to come 
together as a group and be one, that the principal is 
going to protect his territory. In the beginning he 
felt this and he would say something to me about this 
was going to be his school, and he was going to allow 
the college students' decisions, but not open 
decisions. (Leann, C-8) 
Principals made the decisions, that's in consulting 
with the department heads from each department. So it 
went from my level to the superintendent level, to the 
principal level, to the department level and then back 
up. (Bob, 05) 
School/College Decisions: 
Once the projects had been initiated and organized, 
decision making tasks began to take on a different flavor. 
Control seemed often to be shared once work was underway. 
Interactions often became more characterized by give and 
take negotiations rather than unilateral decisions by one 
party. 
My feeling is, they could have done it without us. We 
were the catalyst. I don't think we lead them in any 
direction, but we took them in a direction they 
couldn't take [by] themselves. We know the curriculum 
process. . .And they may not have known that so we took 
them along in that direction, but we took them where 
they knew they should go with the content. (Margo, C 3) 
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lrShrt n?ed' °r What 1 wanted to work on and he 
and I both sat down and he gave me some ideas about how 
it oould be accomplished. He told me that if I didn't 
like the way it went, we could stop and change it...I 
Sa^ lt Was at ^east 50*-50 between him and me. (Andy, S-5) 
Summary: 
It is clear that participants in all eight projects 
believed the provision of opportunities to make decisions 
was a key factor in success. One veteran teacher summarized 
the importance of control issues when he observed that as 
long as college personnel were not offended and did not try 
to change his mind when he rejected their advice, then the 
collaborative efforts would benefit everyone involved. It 
was extremely important to teachers that the general wisdom 
and specific craft knowledge derived from their classroom 
experience be given full recognition as project decisions 
were being made. 
A greater degree of control by college personnel was 
generally recognized during the initiation phase of each 
project. Once the organization had been established, 
however, it was teachers who began to determine how the 
projects would be carried out. In some cases, college 
personnel did set expectations at the outset for division of 
project tasks, but even these allowed teachers a measure of 
control over on-site decisions about implementation. 
Finally, in two of the projects, teachers recognized that 
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the college personnel were so overwhelmingly enthusiastic 
about collaboration that they sometimes inhibited collegial 
interactions. in the final analysis however, even in these 
cases teachers were able to maintain a sense of control over 
the decisions being made. 
Status 
Several interview questions were designed to elicit 
participant perceptions of the impact of professional status 
on the project. Particular attention was paid to how 
participants dealt with perceived status differences. As 
might be expected, data in this category reflected the 
stereotypes which teachers and professors hold for each 
other. Status within the project, in the sense of 
credibility and competence assigned to roles rather than 
persons, was anchored in prominent differentials such as 
amount and recency of field experience, or technical 
knowledge about research design. Most teachers, for 
example, made some mention of the need for professors to 
base their presentations and interactions with school 
personnel on experience they had recently gained "out in the 
field." Likewise, several professors made prominent mention 
of teachers' lack of expertise in research design. 
Status, and status differentials, however, were not 
terms commonly used by participants to describe 
relationships within the project. In fact, when the issue 
was probed, several participants vigorously denied any 
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relevance for such constructs in describing their 
experience. Nevertheless, most participants were willing 
and even eager to discuss their colleagues' credibility in 
terms of role membership. The data made clear that simply 
^e:*-n<3 a teacher or a professor brought with it respect for 
presumed authority in particular domains. Subcategories for 
status include: 
1) Respect 3) Differences 
2) Distrust 
Respect: 
Many school participants were hesitant about discussing 
the status of individuals within the project, while college 
participants more readily admitted their concerns about 
status problems. Descriptions portraying mutual respect 
were typical of teachers' responses to questions regarding 
status. 
I think that status is fine, but it's all in how you 
look at it. I respect anybody who's done a good job in 
doing what they're doing and trying hard...It sounds 
egotistical and I don't mean it to be because I try to 
be a very humble person...I think I can help them as 
much as they can help me. It's a two way street. 
(Emily, S-6) 
It grew out of a mutual respect for each other. I 
really believe he [college professor] knows what goes 
on in the schools and has a good sense about what goes 
on in the schools. He comes from a different angle. 
People know that I know a little bit more about how to 
deal with at least my teachers and what expectations [I 
have] of public school teachers...So he respects that 
knowledge of mine and I just think it's a mutual 
respect of each others understanding of what we have to 
do to accomplish something. (Ross, S-4) 
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•••ky this time I had already been out in the schools 
two years... the teachers knew me, they were used to me 
coming in...and the fact that I occasionally 'subbed,' 
helped... Those kinds of things...I think really helped 
my credibility and helped me develop relationships with 
them because they saw me in there with her, teaching, 
and with her kids. (Kim, C-5) 
One emphatic schoolteacher presented her synopsis of 
credibility quite succinctly. 
She had the credentials and she didn't speak like a 
jerk...I think she tries really hard to bend over 
backwards, from what I saw in the classroom, to try to 
understand where this person is coming from, whether 
it's a positive or negative comment, and really try to 
figure out what they're trying to say. I think that's 
one of the things that impressed me...she puts across a 
sincerity. (Dana, S-l) 
Another teacher, however, recalled challenging his college 
colleague to prove her credibility. 
One day I kept on telling her [college professor] "I 
want to see you teach the class. You're telling me all 
this, I actually want to see you out there. So one day 
she actually taught a class. Well, I wasn't impressed, 
but she did impress me with her enthusiasm. (Josh, S-8) 
Descriptions of cooperation and helping relationships 
also were a common thread. 
We always did things either in cooperation with or the 
way we thought it should be done, and it seemed to have 
worked and it's benefitted everybody...It wasn't a 
program where you feel in awe of the college or where 
you feel they're trying to step on your program...she 
just came in as, to the best of my knowledge...a 
support system...She just came in with no requests, no 
demands, or anything. (Josh, S-8) 
I never thought, 
more than me. I 
helping. (Dylan, 
..that they [college personnel] knew 
looked at it as if they were sort of 
S-5) 
Collegiality also contributed to positive feelings 
expressed by participants. Several teachers and college 
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personnel reiterated the benefits of establishing 
friendships and familiarity. 
... I think because of the way we acted and the 
wonderful people I worked with [graduate students], we 
simply got more on a purely friendly basis. We were 
outsiders, but we were friends,... sort of outside 
colleagues... after a while they didn't even care that 
we were there, if they didn't want to talk to us they 
would say "hey, I have something else to do. You're 
welcome to stay and watch classes but I have to do 
something else. (Henry, C-4) 
Distrust: 
The relatively benign views captured in the preceding 
sub-category were not uniformly shared either by professors 
or by all teachers. One college professor offered her 
defensive reaction to the status issue in terms of how she 
felt school personnel viewed her career and position in the 
project. 
They are the teachers in the real world and they 
already distrust everything that I do by virtue of the 
fact that I'm a college person. (Margo, C-3) 
Teachers were adamant about professors' lack of school 
experience and their need to get "out in the field" in order 
to be effective both as teacher educators and collaborators. 
I would say that most of the college people are the 
ivory tower type who sit in the classroom. It doesn t 
matter that you're out there teaching the little kids 
and they write research papers on this is how your 
class should be done and certain age group children 
should be doing this, this and this...I think that 
lot of the professors in the colleges should have to 
spend some time in the school systems each year as a 
reguirement for their job. (Samantha, S-5) 
We all sit and joke about college professors not 
knowing what's going on in the public schools. You get 
the! in a public setting and they-re going to fall 
apart. We all talked about it and that s not a ve y 
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good pieture of college professors. Nothing wronq with 
nlZlinLat that "ideal setti"9<" but that ldeal°setting *appens. They’re up there in their ivory tower 
and they don’t know what's going on. (Emily, s-6) 
Status Dl f f erenr-.pg • 
Participants did recognize status differences, but 
those who addressed the issue emphatically denied its 
influence on their interactions with others. 
You are still university faculty and they are still 
school people. Don't let anybody tell you any 
differently. That perception will never change, but 
that's all right, it's good and I think it can be a 
working relationship. (Bob, c-5) 
Everybody has problems, and financially speaking, we're 
probably making more money than Leann [college 
professor]. We're on a higher step as far as that 
goes, but "I have this degree or that degree;" that 
never came into effect. (Josh, S-8) 
One teacher, however, was bothered by her college 
colleagues failure to recognize her struggles. 
I thought, "what the hell...all these people are using 
this data. I'm doing all the work and they're using it 
and they're going everywhere and here I am, sitting 
every day fighting the same battles." That bothered 
me...that was a whole education process for me. 
(Nadine, S-3) 
Experience in school practice was more often depicted 
as the source of status differential than were either 
technical knowledge or level of education. 
He [college professor] is on an academic plane, his 
reading, his background, his knowledge is beyond what 
we are able to do here, and he's integrated a lot. 
He's worked on the international level. He's really 
into the terms and all that kind of stuff, so in that 
sense I definitely see him as an expert compared to us. 
I think we're expert in teaching but he's an expert in 
the pedagogy and the theory and that part of it... 
(Alexandra, S-7) 
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[When school and college personnel work together] you 
Thev n^n^ieX?erifnCeS# y°U tel1 them what y°u have- 
thev'relate to ^ but they can't because 
lev^i or- ilttle blt over* they're just on a different 
nprcnn^ stage. [It makes me feel] like I'm a different 
* different job. I don't feel any lesser, 
really. (Philip, s-7) 
One college professor recognized how much different it 
was to work with veteran teachers rather than college 
sophomores. 
Being people who are committed professionals, they came 
in with their own ideas and their own expectations and 
occasionally we took issue on certain things. But, it 
was always amiable and I don't think there were ever 
hard feelings over taking issue on a point or how 
something should be done...Pretty much all the 
viewpoints were respected. (Bud, C-2) 
Teachers and professors were aware of the differences 
in their work contexts, but, generally were anxious to work 
together. Many of the participants anticipated problems 
around status issues, but discovered they could be 
circumvented once their project began. 
We were surprised at their interest. It is very 
hard... for us to [be pragmatic], especially those of 
us who work in the cynical "Ivory Tower" world of the 
college and university. It's a very hard thing to 
learn that what we're saying or doing over here has 
meaning out there. (Brock, C-6) 
We tolerated her because she wasn't a threat, she was a 
friend. ..That's how she came in, basically as a friend, 
not as a college person because she wouldn't have been 
accepted. Her college ideas weren't accepted, that's 
for sure, especially in the beginning, but she didn't 
come in as a college person. (Josh, S-8) 
Summary: 
The general trend among participants was to deny any 
negative influence associated with status differences within 
their project. Every participant understood that status 
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differences can present problems, but went on to say that in 
their case feelings of mutual respect far outweighed any 
influence of status differential. Feeling that to probe 
further would either be to jeopardize my relationship with 
the interviewees, or to force them to create artificial 
responses rather than describe their actual views, I did not 
pusue the question of status in greater depth. 
After spending a significant amount of time in the 
mutual admiration mode, some participants did begin to 
separate out the different perspectives which teachers and 
professors brought to the projects. As Alexandra (S-7) so 
eloquently stated, "we are experts in teaching, he is an 
expert in pedagogy and theory." As a group, the majority of 
teachers were proud of the status they felt should be 
accorded their role as practitioners. Whatever they may 
have felt about their own status, college professors were 
cognizant of the fact that they needed to tread lightly and 
give a full measure of deference to the "authority of 
practice" if they were to work effectively with teachers. 
Research 
Three of the eight projects were research based, and 
although two of the three involved fitness testing, the 
research focus for each of these projects was not at all 
similar. Project #1 focused on determining student fitness 
levels for the entire state. Project #6 focused on 
determining whether 15 minutes of aerobic activity in the 
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classroom on days when physical education was not scheduled, 
would result in a change in student fitness levels. Project 
#5 focused on providing teachers with an opportunity to 
conduct a collaborative action research project in their 
classrooms. The purpose for this category is to provide 
examples of participant perceptions of the utilization of 
research in their environment, familiarity with research 
methodology, and the application of results. Sub-categories 
in this section include: 
1) Teacher Perceptions of Research 
2) College Personnel Perceptions of Research 
3) Methodology 
Teacher Perceptions: 
Although Project #7 was organized to be a collaborative 
research project, the teachers felt their main agenda was 
improving their teaching, while the conduct of research was 
the responsibility of the college participants. In the two 
fitness projects (#1 & #6) , the teachers were responsible 
for conducting the fitness test chosen by the college 
personnel and mailing in the results. In all three projects 
which included some engagement in a research process, it is 
evident that teachers gave classroom change a higher 
priority than research results. 
I didn't do any research. All I did was redesign how I 
was going to convey that information... instead of doing 
it in a lecture situation for a few minutes...I didn't 
really do any research, he [college professor] 
tabulated all the results and showed me the graphs on 
active time before we did the project and after we did 
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the project and during the project. 
(Andy, S-5) 
When asked what his first reaction to the idea of doing 
research was, Andy replied, "that it would help me be a 
better teacher." Further along in the interview, Andy 
continued to emphasize his vision of the research focus. 
Well, it applied to my teaching because the research 
directly redesigned how I teach and was proven 
successful not just by the graphs, but by my general 
feeling about how the kids were learning, how they were 
making progress. So to me the connection was directly 
to redesigning how I teach and how I presented each 
given lesson. (Andy, S-5) 
Some teachers even made practical politics a bargaining 
point in negotiations about participation. Before engaging 
in the in-service project which tested a large proportion of 
children in her state, Dana requested a confirmation that 
she and her colleagues would benefit from the research they 
were conducting. 
...one question that I gave to Vanessa [college 
professor] before I even showed up, I said, "after I 
get all the results and if the results show you what I 
think that they will probably show you, are you willing 
to put your dog and pony show on the road and visit 
school boards at night?" ...We need help, we need a 
lot of help and we're not getting it. (Dana, S-l) 
Some teachers were concerned about the imposition on 
class time. Roxie knew from experience how much time it 
took to conduct fitness tests. 
they all wanted to know what the results were 
said I can't give them to you because it s al 
sent in. (Roxie, S-2) 
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Emily portrayed a similar frustration with college personnel 
while trying to schedule skin caliper testing. 
schoolt and t-uhey Y?re golng to do (testing in our 
the welk »d sen c°lle2e Professor said] "well, later in 
1 said '"we® ' ?aSherS don,t function that way. So 
SAT test inn ? g0t tD knOW ahead of time because it's 
think thee9d P*?ase cal1 (us) as soon as you can." I 
no on thTh d°I\ k understand the tight schedule that we 
fo on. They think they can come in [anytime], (Emily, 
College Perceptions: 
Questioning participants about research in Project #5 
was much easier than other projects because the 
collaborative action research focus had been established 
from the beginning. Regardless of this clear focus, Andy's 
responses (notedabove) regarding not doing research himself, 
were much different than Bob's understanding of the same 
events. 
I thought they thought it was research because they 
were collecting data on themselves... I did think they 
thought it was research and they might even have been 
surprised that they were doing it and that they were 
getting themselves involved in this in such a way that 
it wasn't totally intrusive on their teaching lives. 
(Bob, C-5) 
Bob's college counterpart, Kim, was less certain about 
teachers' perceptions, and tentatively suggested data 
collection as a controlling variable. 
I don't know that she [school teacher] really thought 
of it as research. I think she kind of looked at it as 
mentoring more than anything else, because she wasn't 
involved in the actual data collecting. I think it 
would have been very different if she had. (Kim, C-5) 
In addition to a lack of certainty about teacher's 
perceptions of research, Vanessa [college professor] 
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expressed some frustration with school personnel reactions 
to research procedures. 
I was new...People didn't know me, I was an outsider, 
so I had a lot of things going against me...I was a 
real wimp and I should have said, "if you want to be a 
part of this project, we need that data. We need you 
to convert pounds to kilograms" You know, a trained 
monkey can do that! They just did not want to do that. 
(Vanessa, C-l) 
The need to publish, clearly was a pervasive influence 
on the perceptions of college personnel. 
...one of the things in this college and the reason I 
chose to come here, is scholarship. Yes,[scholarship] 
is a big thing, but it's not the only thing. I came 
from [another college] where it was everything, whether 
you teach well or are a hopeless teacher, it didn't 
matter [just as long as] you churned out papers and 
brought in grants. It's very important that your 
teaching is valued... (Brock, C-6) 
I think research is important, and I don't think what 
you do should be void of research...But as far as 
action research, I think that is important too, but I 
really am not sure that they are compatible here. I 
don't think working with teachers..is compatible to 
doing strong research right now. I'm not sure you can 
do both. (Bob, C-5) 
[Becoming involved in this project] was a real eye 
opening for me. It made me realize we had to do much 
more of a collaborative effort...people at research and 
development are always saying, 'you will have x numbers 
of publications on this and this,' and that's okay. 
That's part of why I initially started this project 
because I needed to have a research agenda. (Vanessa, 
C-l) 
Results: 
While college personnel often concentrated on 
explaining their struggles with the mixed agendas of project 
participants, teachers spent much more time talking about 
the results of the research. In interpreting this 
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^fferencef we again are confronted with the possibility of 
alternative understandings. Was talking about the results 
simply more comfortable for teachers than revealing the 
tensions in their feelings about the place of research in 
the project? Or, should we take teachers at their word and 
assign them great interest in the fruits of inquiry? 
Quotes from teachers regarding the results of the 
research totalled eighteen, while only two professors even 
alluded to results. College personnel focused on the 
research process rather than results and how difficult (but 
necessary) it was to conduct research with teachers in the 
school setting. The large number of quotes from teachers 
regarding results ranged from being proud of what they had 
accomplished, to not understanding what the results 
indicated. 
...looking at the results...I felt good because in the 
beginning I felt like I wasn't doing anything...once I 
saw the results, knowing that this was working, [I 
thought] I can do this... Seeing those numbers and 
percentages after that I felt comfortable about being 
able to take time during class to see that those kids 
were on task...(Dylan, S-5) 
I think one of the things that he [college professor] 
found out was that probably the fifth graders at [our 
school] are pretty physically fit to begin with. It s 
that type of community.. .because whatever it was, he 
was excited about it, [even though] I don't know what 
it was. (Emily, C-6) 
Compilation of results in Project #1 presented problems 
which revealed one of the salient differences between the 
outlooks of school and college personnel on the research 
process — the importance assigned to accuracy. The result 
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phase took longer than expected because the college 
personnel ended up devoting a great deal of time to cleaning 
up the careless computations sent in by teachers. 
Physical educators didn't want to change pounds to 
kilograms, they didn't want to change inches to 
centimeters, so we have all the conversions to do...and 
you know that many of them either screwed up the 
equation or didn't get something right...because of 
political implications we need that data as clean as 
possible. (Vanessa, C-l) 
After castigating the teachers, however, the same professor 
seemed to achieve some understanding of the differences 
which exist between her own perspective and the oultook 
conditioned by life in public schools. 
I don't want to generalize, but the people that leave a 
bad taste in my mouth are those physical educators that 
continue to throw the ball out and are probably the 
same people who may not want to convert [pounds to 
kilograms]. (Vanessa, 
C-l) 
I think so linear! I've been trained that way, I'm so 
analytical and a large part of me wasn't looking at it 
in a practical way and they were. They were saying, 
how are we going to convert pounds to kilos with a 
hundred students? That's going to take x number of 
hours." (Vanessa, C-l) 
Finally, Bob's (C-5) sense of frustration was focused 
on the difficulty in making a choice between conducting 
research and working with teachers in the school 
environment. 
It's an interesting dilemma...I guess I have always 
been tied to a traditional research ethic...but 
working with and getting closer to teachers here, 
eniov being with them...I think it is important to stay 
Tntouch but I shouldn't lose sight of the fact that I 
am a university professor. (Bob, 
C-5) 
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Summary: 
When examining data in this category it is important 
to remember that only three of the projects were directly 
involved in conducting research. The multiple realities 
encountered in this category were separate and distinct. 
Professors' perceptions of research included interests in 
adequacy of method, publication, and specifically in the 
improvement of instruction, curriculum and teacher 
development. Teachers, on the other hand, were interested 
in outcomes for students, (ie.) immediate benefits for 
pupils in class. 
Multiple realities also were evident when participants 
described the problems they encountered when conducting 
research in the schools. Teachers found the time imposition 
to be a major drawback to conducting research in their 
class. Professors' problems were more diverse, including 
disappointment in how teachers engaged in the research 
process, and the difficulty in choosing between research and 
service in their career path. There is some evidence that 
administrators tended to ignore the results. For example, 
as Leann points out, the public school administration in her 
project felt that scheduling practices in the project school 
should duplicate procedures followed in other city schools 
rather than attempt innovative ideas. 
organizational Cultures 
This category was created after the interviews and 
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transcriptions were completed. As each interview 
progressed, it became evident that participants from schools 
and colleges held evaluative opinions about each other which 
were related to the differences between the two work 
environments. The original interview guide had avoided 
questions which directly probed such matters. It was 
assumed that asking personal questions about interactions 
between members of the same project might create 
interpersonal problems. in particular, questions referring 
to evaluation of participant capabilities were avoided. 
Nonetheless, such opinions often were volunteered and close 
examination of these revealed two distinct vantage points, 
each anchored in the structure and norms of their unique 
workplace. 
A related matter which was not evident at the outset 
of the study was the difference in vocabularies used by 
school and college personnel. This difference could best be 
seen when participants discussed the goals and products of 
the project and when they talked about their environment and 
the expectations which characterize that environment. Sub¬ 
categories have been broken down in the following manner: 
1) snhnnl Culture 3) Multicultural Vocabulary 
2) college Culture. 
School Culture: 
Neither school nor college personnel denied the fact 
that their perceptions of the project, the goals they had 
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set, or the products they hoped to produce were different. 
Teachers acknowledged the professors' academic purposes and 
generally accepted the proposition that each person must 
respond to demands within their own work environment. 
I;!1™*91 } sae' the difference between the school, 
differed s':h?°1 and the university is that they are 
an?,the personnel from the public school are 
actually working with the students so you're going to 
rst.har,d what they do. From the university 
Jm/Li”1”9 t0 get' what ls ifc y°u cal1 it, the utopia 
type thing. Something that is idealistic more or less 
the way it should be instead of exactly how it is. 
(Harley, s-5) 
I think they [college personnel] very much need to do 
[work with school personnel] because we are just 
sort of hung out there to dry. The university people 
are up on all the most modern literature and I think 
there's a lot to give back to the community, a lot that 
they should be giving back. Most people try to do their 
best but they have to be given the tools with which to 
do that. (Dana, S-l) 
College Culture: 
Participants from the colleges had more complex views 
about the differences between the school and college 
environments. This acknowledgement included a recognition of 
teachers' heavy work loads, the difference in priorities for 
project goals and outcomes, and the limitations inherent in 
their role as visitors and outsiders in the school culture. 
It's [the project] really made me grow. It's really 
made me see things. I had no idea that physical 
educators had six hundred students. Some of them have 
six hundred students a week! They go to six schools. 
It's been a long time since I've been out in the school 
district, so my visions have changed. (Vanessa, C-l) 
I began to see how people in the real world approach 
this and I began to take a much less theoretical 
position in my assignments [to graduate students in his 
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classes] because I wanted it to be something that they 
would actually use when they got out there.(Henry, C-4) 
We were with the teachers and I think that was the 
thing that the teachers liked the most. We always had 
an entree, we really didn't have any real problems with 
teachers and the collaborative action research was a 
real palatable way for teachers to do research at that 
time, so we weren't stepping on anybody's toes. (Bob, 
Perceptions of outcomes will be covered more completely 
in a later category, but it is interesting to note here the 
sharp differences which vantage point gave to what school 
and college personnel deemed essential to the outcome of 
their projects. Teachers tended to focus on immediate and 
personal outcomes while professors valued more distal 
products such as an understanding of group relationships and 
the dynamics of institutional change. 
I do think that if we could pursue it to it's logical 
extension of what we're doing now, it would provide me 
with at least an understanding of how to do it with 
other school districts...My idea is to try to bring 
directors together because I have a basic bias that 
unless the directors really decide something is really 
worth doing, it doesn't get done. 
(Alan, C-7) 
If anything else, it [the project] made me aware of how 
good I was doing things. It was sort of a boost to me, 
like, gee, I'm ok, I've got a good grip on things. 
(Reva, S-7) 
Multicultural Vocabulary: 
Every interview, indeed every page of transcript, 
underscores the fact that the two different sub-cultures 
represented in the project teams spoke distinctly different 
languages with distinctive vocabularies and rules of 
expression. 
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He [college professor] threw initials around like 
•ALT_PE' this is what programming is... He read 
all this wonderful stuff about his ideas and "ideally" 
this and "ideally" that...[and] oh no! I didn't think 
it was wonderful stuff. (Reva, s-7) 
...their concept of baseline data was foreign to them. 
[They focused on] "well, we need to train these kids, 
we need to go through a fitness unit and then test 
them." [I tried to tell them that] you could do that, 
but we want to know just the baseline. Boy, that was 
hard. that concept and the language was real 
difficult. (Vanessa, c-l) 
Examples of the differences in vocabulary and language 
usage are not always clear when taken out of context. In 
many instances, only larger segments of transcript reveal 
that it is not technical words which separate collaborators, 
it is the way language shapes entire conversations which 
sets them apart. Careful analysis reveals the role of 
language in expressing a unique perspective when 
participants were asked to explain what they felt was the 
purpose of the project. 
The project...is an attempt to provide the professional 
in the school with information expertise that is 
generated at the university or through the university. 
In conjunction with that, the program of the school and 
the professional staff there are seen as people who 
contribute to the understanding of teaching of physical 
education in the sense of providing a framework for 
interaction and discussion... 
(Alan, C-l) 
For me 
mean, 
[the purpose is] to show me that what I did, I 
it's not only what I did all the time is right 
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[but that] other people believe in it. I learn a 
little bit more about the theory behind what I do 
because I probably did it naturally, developed it 
the years and I am adept doing something about 
something that somebody else wrote the theory about. 
(Roger, S-7) 
No linguistic analysis is required, however, to detect 
the annoyance produced by the need to translate common 
understandings into proper educational jargon. 
Nadine [school personnel] called me initially, I had to 
listen to her and figure out what she really wanted to 
do with this grant, and also then to try and convert 
that into the educational jargon that's needed in order 
to justify a grant for the higher-ups in the 
educational structure. (Margo, C-3) 
...from the very beginning I saw it [Project #7] as an 
opportunity to share information that I understood and 
was connected to and to get that, on a systematic basis 
into the ears and brains of teachers who I knew and 
felt were doing quality things in their program. But 
we didn't call them the same things. (Alan, C-7) 
Summary: 
Reading participant responses to questions about the 
primary focus of their project illuminates the perceptual 
differences that are the consequences of work structures and 
institutional membership — the unique vantages points of 
teachers who work in schools and professors who work in 
colleges. Teachers generally framed their answers in terms 
of personal change, while college personnel continually paid 
attention to the wider agenda of understanding and improving 
relationships between people from two separate institutions. 
Acknowledgement of the difference in their outlooks surfaced 
frequently as teachers compared what they regarded as the 
utopian views typical of professors, with their own views 
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about the hard reality of working directly with pupils. 
College personnel recognized teachers' heavy work loads and 
the difficulties inherent in translating theory to practice, 
but found that determining who is responsible for that 
process continues to be problematic. 
Conflict 
Given the statement of personal assumptions (Appendix 
A) which were written prior to the first interview, one 
would imagine that the conflict category would be 
overflowing with images of school teachers expressing open 
resentment about the intrusion of college people on their 
turf. Simply put, this did not occur. Most participants 
responded to questions about conflict with denial or a shrug 
of their shoulders to indicate only trivial encounters. 
...we never had any, I'm not kidding, because it was 
always my decision. If somebody told me no, you can't 
make that decision, you've got to do it this way, then 
yes, there would have been conflict. But I can't 
really have a conflict with myself... (Samantha, S-5) 
With some probing, participants were able to recall 
conflicts involving minor scheduling difficulties, a few 
philosophical differences, and even fewer personality 
conflicts. Whenever participants were able to recall 
instances of conflict they were adamant about how easily 
they were resolved and how little effect the conflict had on 
the overall success of the project. Sub-categories in this 
section include: 
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1) Scheduling 
3) Expectations 
2) Philosophy 
4) Personality 
5) Resolution 
Scheduling: 
Participants identified some scheduling problems which 
occasioned some discomfort among team members, but as 
illustrated below, the emphasis was on solutions rather than 
interpersonal tensions. 
I think if you're going to work on a relationship like 
that [school/college collaboration] they've got to 
realize that time is very important and you've got to 
let people know ahead of time...Most teachers run a 
pretty tight ship...I'm very glad to do things if I 
just know ahead of time. It's the last minute 
stuff...(Emily, S-6) 
. . .there were some logistical problems in terms of 
students coming and I think a lot of decisions have to 
be made for the end of the semester to tighten things 
up...now we have bodies moving back and forth and 
scheduling is sometimes a problem. (Alan, C-7) 
Philosophy: 
Philosophical differences concerning theory and 
practice arose occasionally. These differences were 
recognized and taken in stride rather than being allowed to 
escalate into an issue of conflict. 
It's not a disagreement. I totally agree with the 
book, yet [when] you go to the field, you can't really 
do what's in the book. (Roger, S-7) 
If you had an ideal setting and you were working with 
very low skilled students then you could probably do 
that. But we have such a vast difference in students 
that when we first started throwing and catching, after 
the firs? £w throws, we had kids throwing behind their 
backs...So what I'm saying is you move faster than tha 
[in the gymnasium]. (Harley, S-5) 
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Expectations: 
The greatest proportion of examples of conflict came 
from a recognition by participants that their expectations 
had not been met in an eguitable manner, or that some 
expectations would be difficult to fulfill. 
I just got the feeling that everything that this woman 
[doctoral student] was doing was for her benefit and 
not for the benefit of us...I think that certainly the 
work that is being done is helping the doctoral 
candidate as well, but it has to be egual. (Beth, S-4) 
I almost felt like it was rushed, kind of the whole 
project because it was like, you had to get this done 
by such and such a time...I could see when you have a 
cutoff date that you have to have it in, but it really 
was kind of pushing it...it wasn't organized 
enough...(Roxie, S-2) 
Especially they didn't want to write. They did want to 
try out new ideas, but they didn't want to have to be 
accountable for writing or tests for students or other 
kinds of things that smacked of excessive planning to 
them because most of them had been used to, I think, 
teaching and doing, and not a lot of planning. (Henry, 
C-4) 
College professors were careful to live up to the 
expectations of teachers and were cognizant of the fact that 
conflicts might arise. 
...once you make this commitment, the teacher expects 
you to keep it and work with them from year to 
year... If you don't show up much, if you're not there 
when you should be, they'll let you know...it is [also] 
important to understand that you can work with some and 
some you can't, otherwise you become very frustrated. 
(Bob, C-5) 
In most cases the examples of conflict cited by a 
participant, were a matter of disappointment rather than 
outright antagonism, but in several projects this 
disappointment persisted over time and left participants 
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with a sense of dissatisfaction. 
I think we let a pregnant moment slip by because of the 
lack of results in time. In order to sell it to the 
kids so that [they] would perform to their optimal best 
we sold it that they were guinea pigs...Then they had 
to wait over a year and a half and now some of those 
kids are gone. So we passed-up a teachable moment. 
(Dana, S-l) 
Likewise, in Project #3 there was some disagreement over how 
consultants brought in by the university would be paid and 
although that small issue arose over three years ago, the 
school participant still retained a feeling of resentment. 
. ..that caused a real problem and I think that might 
have caused some problems politically for her [college 
professor] at school because these people [who] had 
been promised fifty dollars an hour were getting checks 
[for] twenty-five and a couple of them didn't show up 
again...She couldn't make her own arrangements saying 
we'll split the fee, I was upset about that. (Nadine, 
S-3) 
In more than half of the projects, participants were 
disappointed with the effort displayed by some of their 
colleagues. Such feelings of resentment can lead to open 
conflict and genuine dysfunction in a partnership, although 
that result seemed to have been avoided in this set of 
projects 
I remember one time we had a real sense of 
friction. . .some of the teachers just were not doing 
anything. I'm serious, just sitting not doing anything 
and they were totally blowing everything. They were 
not doing anything we had planned to in the beginning 
and I got to a point where I said, this is ridiculous. 
(Bob, C-5) 
We had some problems... it was the department heads that 
volunteered and some of the teachers reallydrdntwant 
to be involved. They had basically said, we re ju 
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not interested in working with this type of curriculum 
and we're not going to do it. (Kim, 05) 
Personality: 
Interviews with 23 participants from eight projects 
which involved more than 300 people certainly can be 
expected to reveal personality conflicts. The examples given 
here highlight the power of personality conflicts to hamper 
the collaborative efforts of participants. 
I might not be a good person to get a good view 
of...because he's just a like a thorn in my side. 
(Reva, S-7) 
There was one woman [graduate student] that was there 
for a couple years that really turned me off because a 
couple times she came in here saying she was going to 
talk or ask and made observations and like stayed all 
day and there were some things that I wasn't prepared 
for and I felt uncomfortable with and I got turned off. 
(Beth, S-4) 
Conflict Resolution: 
Apprehension over resolution was noticeable when the 
subject of conflict was approached. Teachers were not 
always confident that resolution was possible and were 
hesitant about suggesting solutions. 
Yes I did talk to her [college professor] about that. 
It took me a long time. I talked about it with severa 
people before I was calm enough to [talk to her]. It 
difficult. (Nadine, S-3) 
I was able to share with Alan [college professor] the 
issue about Reva [teacher] and havehim listen t° it 
and hear it. I think that made a big difference 
h rause I know that I felt it was important. I needed 
to know whether he would be able to hear it and change 
. ii He didn't get terribly defensive about it 
either'..? felt that he was very eager to make things 
right and to make it work...(Alexandra, S-7) 
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Summary: 
Denial of conflict was a common initial reaction by 
nearly all participants. After some probing, respondents 
were able to recall minor problems, but were adamant about 
their easy resolution. Time and again, participants 
reiterated mutual respect as a major factor in how well 
everyone worked together. Participants recognized that 
their institutional foci were different and they were able 
to use that recognition in resolving or avoiding conflict. 
Minor problems which at times impeded interactions 
included disagreements over theory vs, practice, imposing 
last minute demands, occasional personality conflicts, and 
disappointments over expectations which were not met. All 
participants hesitated when asked direct questions about 
conflict. After struggling to recall something in order to 
respond, most concluded that there had been no real 
conflicts. Some participants, however, focused on what they 
called "disappointments" which in some cases had left a bad 
taste in their mouth. 
outcomes 
Questions intended to elicit responses for this 
category changed more radically over the course of the 
interviews than any of the others. In the first interview I 
asked, "if you were going to prioritize three important 
issues in this project, what would they be?" Participants 
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had difficulty with the construct of "important issues" 
having an impact on the project. Noting this difficulty, 
the focus was changed from broad issues to what participants 
felt were advantages and disadvantages of being involved in 
a collaborative project. Interviewees still stumbled over 
this question and appeared uncomfortable about discussing 
possible implications. 
Hence, during the last twelve interviews the question 
was changed so as to inquire into what participants felt 
were the benefits and burdens incurred through their 
involvement in a collaboration. In this format, participants 
found the question recognizable and could provide reasonable 
and articulate responses. The sub-categories which included 
benefits and burdens were: 
1) Professional Improvement 4) Student Benefits 
2) Contact with Schools 5) Teacher Burdens 
3) College Credits 6) Professor Burdens 
Professional Improvement^ 
Every teacher designated some aspect of professional 
improvement as a definite benefit derived from participating 
in their project. Eleven different types of professional 
improvement were mentioned including such disparate 
responses such as "looking good on my resume," "exposure to 
new trends in physical education," and "making me a better 
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teacher." The major emphasis for most teachers was the 
opportunity to work with different people and to make 
changes by improving their teaching. 
I know that if a concern comes up, or if anything else 
comes up that is a problem, I'll know how to deal with 
it. If it's not through another professional or 
another workshop, or colleagues, whatever, there is 
always the university and the people that want to work 
here. (Dylan S-5) 
I would probably be doing the same thing I was doing 
eight years ago with the same amount of kids if it 
wasn't for the college's relationship with us, and I 
would be very content. Now I'm not as content, I've 
been doing a lot more, I'm researching a tremendous 
amount of things that I never in my wildest dreams 
thought I would be doing, and liking most of it and 
learning, constantly learning. (Josh, S-8) 
Another facet of professional improvement which several 
teachers mentioned as beneficial was the opportunity to keep 
abreast of new information and avoid the pitfalls of burn¬ 
out. 
Everybody needs to be revitalized along the way, I've 
been teaching so long, you get to the point where you 
get stagnant. . .This has certainly made this year more 
exciting as far as teaching's concerned because it gave 
us a whole new [focus]. (Emily, S-6) 
Motivation [is what I have gained from this project], 
sometimes you get stale. Just keeping a little more up 
to date, not forced me, but encouraged me to do things 
that I should have been doing...I'm just doing things 
that I wouldn't have done on my own. Maybe it's a 
little bit of a push, a little bit of pressure which 
could be annoying, but it does get me going. (Beth, s- 
4) 
Twelve participants, including both school and college 
personnel, specifically stated that one of the benefits from 
the project included how much they had learned by being 
involved. 
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...the project was definitely beneficial to me because 
learned monitoring myself and how to watch what I was 
doing and use the research from other people in 
handling my classroom. (Samantha, s-5) 
ii'1 1®arned a hel1 of a lot about what's going on in 
the schools. I'd been going out to schools before 
that, but never as much and never to as widespread an 
audience of teachers. (Henry, c-4) 
Contact with Schools; 
Regardless of the previous quote from Henry, professors 
were definitely divided on the benefits of working with 
schools. Some felt the projects helped in their quest for 
tenure by providing opportunities to make presentations and 
write papers about their projects. 
[Working with the schools] is important, especially for 
new people like me. To get tenure and [be] promoted 
and so on, it definitely plays a very critical 
role...We're getting two research papers out of this 
[one of which] will be presented in Finland, so in 
terms of something to hold in your hands, we've got 
research papers audited. (Brock, C-6) 
Others enjoyed working with school personnel, but regretted 
the lack of recognition they received in their professional 
community for establishing and maintaining contact with 
schools. 
There is no reward system built for [working with 
schools]...Right now universities work on a common 
evaluation agenda and it is research and teaching. 
Unless that changes, teacher educators are in a really 
vulnerable situation right now, especially young 
professors...trying to get tenure. (Bob, C-5) 
Every professor acknowledged their personal pleasure in 
having the opportunity to get "out in the field. Some had 
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not spent recent time in schools and were eager to catch up 
on what had been happening. Others considered working with 
the schools a source of continual rejuvenation. 
...it got me back into the schools, that's why this 
project is so exciting. That's what's so neat about 
the project..but it's like bridging the gap. It's 
getting me into the schools and them up here. 
(Vanessa, c-1) 
...when I go in there to the classrooms and I see the 
children doing this stuff, and the teacher says, "stop 
and find your pulse and they find their pulse and they 
count and times it by sixty" that's just 
fascinating...That in itself is an enabler, I would do 
it over again if that's all I got out of it. (Brock C- 
6) 
H^nry (C—4) viewed his school contacts as his "professional 
life" and Bob (C-5) talked about why he enjoys his 
involvement with teachers and students. 
This has occupied a major portion of my professional 
life for ten years. It is a place for me to meet with 
the doctoral students, one of the nicest things, it's a 
chance for me to get away from [the university]. 
(Henry, C-4) 
One of the benefits for me personally [is] closer ties 
with the teachers. I've always liked working with 
teachers, more so than undergraduates. I don't know 
why I am more comfortable with them. The other benefit 
I think is people don't realize it, [but] we have a 
better connection with the public schools [because of 
this project]. (Bob, C-5) 
college Credit: 
No one was too shy to admit that there were some 
ulterior motives for participating in many of the projects. 
Both school and college personnel talked about the 
advantages of offering and receiving college credit as an 
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adjunct to the attractiveness of arranging for days away 
from the school environment. 
individuals*^ IT dld was.we 9ave credits to the 
-yy-lsp J52.-Aan^%^r?credit 
every f^ars."1^*"?^1 ?redits- «e have to have 10 
job t4alhing.g°(A:dy? s-5,PlUS “ ** d° 3 better 
-T1TIZ l?LTl \chance to g° somewhere and you 
dav lono von wUe fchools' V™ work with students all 
^2’ V^,™t to g° and have a change of scenery 
and do some different things. (Harley, s-5) 
Student Benefits: 
Several teachers remarked about how the project they 
were involved in was a benefit to others besides themselves. 
In some cases this pertained to their students, while in 
other cases the benefits were seen to accrue for the 
college. 
I thought it had some benefits on both parts because 
the students came around. I saw a change in those 
students because of the way that we did the project. I 
feel like it benefitted both us, and certainly as a 
teacher I was plesed to help out the students. So the 
students are the ones who benefitted a great deal. 
(Harley, S-5) 
...The student teachers will benefit also from that 
[school/college project) because if we do it right, we 
teach them something we were supposed to learn years 
ago. If they start with the right way, then they 
become good teachers. (Roger, S-7) 
While it was possible for teachers to perceive benefits 
which accumulated for student and college groups, there is 
little evidence to suggest that administrators were 
significantly and positively informed by the products of 
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these projects. In fact, there is some evidence that 
administrators tended to ignore the results. For example, 
as Leann points out, the public school administration in her 
project felt that scheduling practices in the project school 
should duplicate procedures followed in other city schools 
rather than attempt innovative ideas. 
[The administration] felt that I contributed to the 
professionalization of phys. ed. teachers... but they 
treated us like third class citizens... And what 
they did to us eventually in terms of scheduling 
practices [was to tell us] "it is not any different 
than any place else, and the contract states fifty 
[students] to one [teacher], and we can get 100 
students in that gym with two teachers. (Leann, C-8) 
Teacher Burdens: 
1 BdUiici. o mvtwiw individual calculations of the costs 
required by collaboration. Interruptions of routines, 
unpredictable consequences, and having to cope with 
unfamiliar demands are typical of these assessments. 
I didn't want to give her [college professor] hope when 
I had it in the back of my mind that I didn't think it 
[rewriting the curriculum] would work...When you're 
doing something and you have it down to a routine it's 
very simple. But when you're doing something else and 
you have to go back to the thing that you didn't even 
like to do in the first place, it's difficult, that's a 
frustration. (Josh S-8) 
We all started out very strongly but we found that it 
became burdensome because we moved much faster than it 
was suggested. I don't think we really understand how 
the program really was going to be working, even today. 
(Harley, S-5) 
Disadvantages? Time commitment, [and] being unfamiliar 
at first with this whole process was difficult. Not 
knowing and not feeling that what we had to contribute 
was initially important. And there were some other 
things too, I think college politics are a definite 
disadvantage. (Nadine, S-3) 
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Professor Burdpng. 
Professors focused on institutional burdens rather than 
the cost of individual impositions. Scarcity of resources 
and the ensuing concern about project continuation, was a 
price paid by many college participants — even when 
resources were in place. 
have°money?e for"95 ^ t0 
havl1"??' e^f"®n®°”’*thingSthIt we"wereUlucky6to 
^Kim' C-5)5 grantf and it: was a decent size grant. 
(Setting it going is one thing, keeping it going is 
another...if the whole movement toward collaboration 
going to last, individual collaborations have to last 
for a long time, and that's not easy. (Henry, c-4) 
is 
We're limited by the constraints of the project budget 
and that was a central issue. I would like to do two 
or three visits a year and then some kind of followup 
kind of thing down the road to keep it going...If I 
could fund it several years in a row, what you could do 
is have the people you trained originally following up 
with the people you train later and do that kind of 
networking. (Bud, C-2) 
Summary: 
Benefits were perceived to far outweigh costs in these 
eight projects. Participants were optimistic and 
enthusiastic about working with each other. All but one 
participant felt the project in which they were involved 
provided a means for either professional improvement or an 
opportunity to learn about events which were taking place in 
another institution. Teachers were anxious to get out of 
their school environment while professors were anxious to 
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explore the gymnasiums and classrooms in public and private 
schools, several participants mentioned the attraction of 
gaming college credit for their involvement. 
Once again, when discussing burdens which participants 
had to assume, teachers tended to personalize their 
responses while professors focused on costs at the 
institutional level. Teachers were most sensitive to the 
costs involved in changing established practice. Nearly 
every professor was concerned about sustaining the project 
over time and was sensitive to the financial burden this 
imposed. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
This chapter has been formulated as a discussion 
presented in three sections. Section I provides a brief 
review of the context of the study and the original 
intentions of the investigator. Section II integrates the 
summaries from each of the categories in Chapter IV with the 
five research questions which framed the purpose of the 
study. Section III includes reflections on the methodology 
and closing comments concerning the implications of the 
findings. 
Section I - Review 
It is important to remind the reader of the particular 
nature of the projects which were selected for this study. 
Inquiry letters were sent to 67 selected institutions of 
higher education with physical education teacher training 
programs in the Northeast and Atlantic Coast regions. From 
the 45 returns, only 9 indicated involvement in a 
collaborative project which would meet the criteria for 
selection. While all of these initially agreed to 
participate, one was later forced to withdraw as 
difficulties with project approval appeared. 
The limited number and restricted geographic range of 
projects ultimately used in this study require caution in 
generalizing to other settings. Judgements concerning how 
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we^ findings from this study may fit other 
collaborative projects must be made by representatives 
familiar with those contexts. Lincoln and Guba (1985) refer 
to the degree of transferability between contexts as 
fittingness,"...the degree of congruence between sending and 
receiving contexts, if Context A and Context B are 
'sufficiently' congruent, then working hypotheses from the 
sending originating context may be applicable in the 
receiving context" (p. 124). Responses from participants in 
this study relate to the specific contexts and 
organizational histories of the eight projects. The 
transferability of findings to other contexts must rely on 
the degree to which similar factors are present. 
As one would expect from a set of projects with such 
dissimilar characteristics, some of the findings were 
idiosyncratic — products of particular events and special 
circumstances. Others, however, represented patterns which 
appeared repeatedly, despite contextual variation. Evidence 
of the existence of multiple realities, for example, was 
provided by participants at every project site. The 
contingencies of school and college workplaces clearly do 
make the experience of collaboration different for teachers 
and professors everywhere. On the other hand, at some 
sites, all participants, both college and school personnel, 
shared a similar understanding of particular aspects of 
their experience. The findings to be contemplated here, 
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then, are a mixture of those which are unique/site specific 
and those which are general/site inclusive. it is results 
from the latter category, however, which will be given 
prominence in this closing discussion. 
Regardless of the caution which readers must employ 
when considering the applicability of these findings to 
other situations, this study provides participant data which 
have eluded previous documentation because of constraints 
such as time and funding. As stated earlier (p.7), little 
data-based analysis of the collaboration process had been 
published until very recently. The Holmes Group Report 
Tommorrow1 s Schools (1990) with its vision of professional 
development schools now make clear how dangerous that 
neglect has become. Although many constraints will continue 
to plague researchers and staff developers, the voices of 
participants in collaborative relationships must be heard if 
sound programs are to be designed. 
At this point, readers will be aware that the 
research question pertaining to multiple realities was 
illuminated by a wealth of information in the data-set 
provided by these eight projects. The other research 
questions, for varying reasons, proved to deal with matters 
participants either were not inclined to address or had 
difficulty with when attempting to formulate an application 
to their situation. Responses to questions about status 
differential, for example, quite often consisted of denial 
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with little expansion, while the concept of ownership in a 
collaborative relationship often proved difficult to 
understand. Despite the fact that some of the original 
intentions were thus left at least partly unfulfilled, a 
variety of new questions emerged for which the participants 
provided ample comment. 
Section n - Integration 
Chapter IV presented participants' responses to 
interview questions in an analytic format which distributed 
them into 10 categories. The discussion appended to each 
category also provided a brief synopsis of the patterns 
which appeared within the data. This section revisits the 
original research questions posed in Chapter I utilizing a 
combination of information from the review of literature and 
the category synopses from Chapter IV. 
1) How does the initiation of a collaborative project affect 
the feelings of ownership among participants? 
Before proceeding, it is necessary to review the 
evolution of initiation as a construct used in this study. 
At the outset, it was assumed that the initiating party in 
collaborative relationships would maintain an abundance of 
control over decision making processes throughout the 
lifespan of the project. In this sense, it was anticipated 
that initiation would appear as a critical function in the 
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process of collaboration, with particular salience for 
subsequent feelings of ownership by participants. 
Although in some instances this assumption may hold 
true, participants in the eight projects represented in this 
study reported that initiation was not a particularly 
important event in project development. For teachers 
especially, the initiation process was deemed to be 
relatively unimportant — some could not even recall a 
particular initiating agent or event. 
A majority of the teachers stated that they assumed 
college personnel would be responsible for initiating any 
collaboration. It was particularly difficult for teachers 
to imagine taking responsibility themselves for arranging a 
reciprocal relationship with college personnel. College 
personnel on the other hand, cited the importance of parity 
and mutual interest in the development of collaborative 
projects and, thereby, wanted teachers to be full 
participants from the outset — including a role in 
initiation. It was equally clear to this investigator, 
however, that they often were uncertain about strategies for 
encouraging teachers to take such active parts in project 
development. 
This finding dictates that initiation as a phenomenon 
in the development and operation of a school/university 
partnership, will play a far smaller part in this final 
discussion than was intended when the study was designed. 
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The evidence presented simply did not validate an assumption 
made at the outset. That this is true, however, may be 
taken as a sign of methodological strength. The procedures 
for gathering data apparently were robust enough to allow 
evidence to correct imperfect assumptions. 
2) What were the multiple and shared realities which existed 
in each relationship? 
Although participants may bring perspectives to a 
collaboration which are a reflection of their unique vantage 
point, it is not necessarily true that they will be 
conscious of how these create separate realities out of the 
partnership experience — nor will these perspectives always 
be readily apparent to the casual observer. Maloy (1985), 
for example, refers to the concept of multiple realities in 
terms of "taken-for-granted assumptions" which in his 
experience were often unnoticed and unscrutinized in school- 
university situations. Prominent among those often 
unexamined assumptions are participant motives for 
initiating or joining a project. Maloy (1985) suggested a 
useful categorization which placed these motivational 
assumptions into three groups: 
1) Need to - (ie. conscripted) 
2) Ought to - (ie. urged and persuaded) 
3) Want to - (ie. freely volunteered) 
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The motivations expressed by participants from each project 
may be distributed into these groups (Table 5.1). in this 
manner, it is possible to visualize some of the multiple 
realities which existed and provide an overall picture for 
the discussion to follow. 
Table 5.1 
Motivational Assumptions 
Motivation for Colleges 
NEED TO OUGHT TO WANT TO 
NEED TO 
A B C 
Motivation 
8 
for 
Schools 
OUGHT 
TO 
D E F 
1,3 7 
WANT TO 
G H I 
5,2 4,6 
Differences among projects. Project #8 was the only 
project which was mandated for both school and university 
personnel. The project involved an attempt to create a new 
school by conscripting teachers and professors into an 
effort to improve the conditions for education at an inner 
city site. Not surprisingly, this mandate for collaboration 
evoked one of the rare examples of overt conflict which were 
reported by participants in this study. Attempts to 
restructure the curriculum were limited by the school 
administration's hesitancy to alter scheduling practices. 
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Both college and school participants expressed negative 
reactions to a situation in which they had been assigned 
collaborative tasks without also being provided with the 
support necessary to begin solving problems. 
Projects #1 and #3 involved research studies conducted 
by university personnel who needed data which only could be 
gathered in the the school environment. School personnel, 
on the other hand, were under no such compulsion. Although 
teachers in this instance elected to become involved, the 
perceived benefits of that involvement were decidedly 
different from those at other sites. 
Professors in both projects recognized the political 
advantages of conducting collaborative projects, but 
remained primarily interested in carrying out their research 
agenda. Teachers recognized an opportunity to utilize the 
knowledge and resources provided by the fortuitous presence 
of college personnel in their workplace, but never came to 
regard the research component of the partnership as a 
significant matter. 
Project #7 illustrates a situation in which the 
professor had already established collaboration as a 
priority in his career and was anxious to add another 
collaborative experience to his repertoire. Although one of 
the school staff members was responsible for initiating a 
conversation with the professor, it was clear that the 
remainder of the staff was recruited to join this pro3ect. 
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As a result of these interactions, younger staff members did 
not hesitate to express their resentment about not being 
consulted during the initiation phase of the project. In 
this project, the multiplicity of realities was particularly 
evident as the professor wanted to interact, the older staff 
members felt they ought to interact, and the younger staff 
members felt it was necessary to go along with their senior 
colleagues. 
In Projects #2 and #5 the professors recognized a need 
and offered teachers the choice of joining. The professors 
in both cases were responding, out of a sense of 
professional responsibility, to requests from teachers and 
school administrators. Although these professors might 
easily have claimed that they wanted to initiate these 
endeavors, the subtle difference between want to, and ought 
to, remains evident in some of their responses. Likewise, 
although teachers in these two projects had volunteered to 
join and thereby felt they had the power to make decisions, 
the ultimate control of the project gravitated into the 
hands of professors — who had established the initial terms 
of the partnership. From this, it is clear that different 
motivations had served to yield both different starting 
places and different project realities. 
Finally, in both Projects #4 and #6 participation was 
strictly voluntary for both groups. Project #4 entailed a 
slow process of realization that both parties could benefit 
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from establishing an ongoing, long-term commitment to work 
together. in Project #6 a teacher simply attached herself 
to work already being done at the university, an action 
which was regarded as mutually beneficial from the outset. 
Similarities Among Participants. The most vivid 
representation of the multiple realities which existed in 
these physical education partnerships were the distinct 
ferences in perspective which school and college 
personnel brought to the interview. This difference was 
distinct in that, to some degree, it was represented in 
every project and by every participant. 
An excellent example of this pervasive phenomenon is 
seen in the way the two groups of participants framed their 
responses to many questions. For teachers, responses to 
interview questions were based on personal viewpoints, while 
responses from college personnel reflected institutional 
viewpoints. Of course, this does not imply that teachers 
were never able to formulate an analysis of the 
institutional effects of the project, or that professors 
invariably were impersonal in their descriptions of the 
partnership, but in most cases the immediate responses would 
justify those polar characterizations. 
Participant motivation for joining the projects may 
explain the differing viewpoints. Teachers were interested 
in improving their teaching, while professors often focused 
their interest on improving relationships between the two 
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institutions. By recognizing these differences in 
professional roles and interests, teachers and professors 
who work together may gain a more realistic outlook on 
school/university interactions. 
Differing outlooks on research was another area in 
which teachers and professors reported sharply different 
perceptions. Professors were concerned about implementing 
methodology, the production of publications and sustaining 
conditions for continued institutional collaboration. 
Teachers, on the other hand, were inclined to disregard all 
of this. They concentrated on what they hoped the research 
would provide — personal benefits which students would 
attain and changes they would be able to make in their own 
teaching. 
Especially important in this discussion of mulitiple 
realities is the fact that all participants in this study 
recognized the differences in the cultures which they 
represented. No one expressed resentment about the 
perceived cultural disparity, nor did they feel that it 
imposed any negative restrictions on the efficacy of the 
relationship. This, in part, may be due to the inclination 
of physical educators to welcome outsiders. Typically 
isolated from professional colleagues as a consequence of 
their location in the building and the activity-based 
subject matter which they teach, they often lack classroom 
teachers' reflexive apprehensions about visitors. 
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The collaborative projects were in many cases the 
first opportunity these physical education teachers had been 
given to interact professionally with colleagues who were 
familiar with problems which arise in the gymnasium. The 
occasion was easily perceived as a means of meeting an 
otherwise unfulfilled need for professional exchange and 
development. Classroom teachers, on the other hand, have 
the opportunity to interact daily with their colleagues who 
work in closely similar environs and share a broad set of 
common concerns. Lacking the physical educator's strong 
sense of social and intellectual isolation, they may be less 
ready to view outsiders as benign resources. 
3) What has been the impact of the perceived status 
differences among participants? 
Prevailing optimism about inter-institutional 
cooperation also may be the reason participants in this 
study gave no prominent indication that status differentials 
interfered with interactions between teachers and 
professors. Expressions of mutual respect far outweighed 
negative references to perceived status differences. Again 
unlike many classroom teachers, these participants were 
confident of their autonomy and their ability to act 
independently within their teaching role. This confidence 
encouraged the physical educators to take responsibility for 
identifying problems for program action, and enabled 
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feel free to ignore the advice of their collegiate 
colleagues. 
4) How were decision-making processes negotiatied? 
Opportunity for the negotiation of procedures for 
making decisions within the project was not a factor 
mentioned by any participant. Providing the opportunity to 
participate in certain decisions, however, was a key factor 
in the success of all eight projects. Guarantee of input 
into decisions about problems to be addressed by project 
activities often was used as the teachers' litmus test of 
the partnership's viability. No indication of resentment 
appeared with regard to early, unilateral decisions which 
college personnel made in organizing the structure of each 
project. 
Professors on the whole, were well aware of the 
sometimes tenuous nature of their role in the schools and 
carefully assured me that plans had been made not to impose 
project decisions that ran contrary to teachers' wishes or 
to make insensitive displays or critical judgements from the 
outsiders' perspective. It was evident that professors 
expected teachers to disagree or find fault with the best 
laid plans. In most cases, they carefully tried to avoid 
making any final decisions on potentially sensitive matters 
until it was possible to consult with school personnel. It 
was impossible to determine whether this clearly defensive 
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Far West Laboratory for Educational Leadership and 
Development (Tickunoff, Ward & Griffin, 1979) or the Holmes 
Group Professional Development Schools (1990), the design of 
projects is based upon the presumption of a symbiosis in 
which dissimilar groups work together to achieve a mutual 
goal. Neither conscious recognition of dissimilarities by 
members of both groups, nor the careful identification of 
specific mutual objectives which would signify joint 
ownership, were characteristic of the descriptions provided 
by participants. 
Even though two of the projects have extended over a 
ten year period, the general nature of interaction within 
all eight of the partnerships appeared to retain a strong 
flavor of multiculturalism in which each group pursued their 
own agenda without much attempt to define mutual goals. 
Significant efforts to increase shared ownership were not 
reported and participants seemed comfortable within the 
parameters of the partnerships which had evolved. It is not 
difficult to believe that because genuine sharing of 
ownership through mutual goals and shared process is so 
difficult and time consuming to achieve, participants in 
these projects simply did not consider attempting to create 
that type of relationship. 
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Section III - Reflections and impugn- 
When analyzing the effectiveness of the methodology 
utilized in this study, it is essential to take into 
consideration the following factors: 
a) the study, necessarily, imposed a third party within a 
delicate, and perhaps tenuous cross-cultural relationship. 
b) there are clear limits to the capacity of a single, hour- 
long interview to produce data that penetrates very deeply 
into a complex social event. 
c) the particular status of the interviewer as a former 
teacher and current staff developer, was a meaningful 
component of the investigation. 
d) the unique culture of physical education teachers was 
also, in itself, a significant factor in the study. 
Third Party Imposition 
Many participants seemed to welcome the opportunity to 
reflect on their school/university relationship with an 
unrelated but interested third party. Interviews with 
professors were, for the most part, free of any 
apprehensiveness or unusual resistance. Although one can 
never be perfectly certain, it appears that there were no 
underlying tensions which constrained the interviews. With 
regard to participants from the other side of the 
partnership, as mentioned above, visitors generally were 
welcome in the school gymnasiums and offices where 
interviews with teachers took place. It had been 
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anticipated, however, that when asked about their tolerance 
for imposition, school participants would mention being 
nervous about the possibility of administrative evaluation 
or express their frustration with outside intrusions into 
their workspace. Surprisingly, neither was the case. 
Teacher participants reported that they usually ignored 
administrative visits, explaining that principals seldom 
entered the gymnasium and when they did were so ignorant of 
the curriculum as to represent no source of critical 
judgement. On the other hand, visitors who were physical 
educators were welcome, as teachers were proud of their 
efforts and pleased to compare notes about their 
accomplishments. 
Once the formalities of introduction were completed 
and conversation began, most participants realized that I 
wanted to hear about their "uncut" interpretations of the 
project. In other words, after explaining that I had a foot 
in both worlds and that I was attempting to hear about both 
sides of the story without making judgements, participants 
seemed to relax. At first, nearly every participant 
expected that I was looking for something in particular and 
wondered whether or not he or she would be able to supply 
what I wanted. By expressing the belief that school and 
university personnel could benefit from working together, 
and by recognizing the inherent difficulties in this 
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process, participants seemed to be reassured that I merely 
wanted to hear their version of the story. 
One Interview 
Choosing to conduct a single, semi-structured interview 
which rarely interfered with a substantial part of the work 
day, insured that the process was not perceived as an 
unreasonable intrusion. In one of the projects, four of the 
teachers had been interviewed extensively as part of 
project-related evaluation procedures and were pleased to 
discover that they were not being subjected to the tedium of 
answering the same questions again. 
If participants had known that I would be returning 
to probe the first set of responses more deeply, the 
conversation probably would have been more guarded. It is 
my opinion that I presented no particular threat, 
represented no special interest or political agenda, and 
could be counted on not to haunt them. Taken together, those 
perceptions may have encouraged participants to express 
themselves with fewer inhibitions than might have been 
characteristic of such exchanges. 
Although the relative neutrality of my special position 
allowed me to collect information which might not have been 
made available to either a college professor or a school 
practitioner, I frequently wished I could have returned for 
an additional hour with questions which probed more deeply. 
If this strategy had been pursued, however, I am convinced 
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that the initial interview would have been less fruitful. 
The single interview, then, was a compromise which allowed 
collection of information which, while possibly incomplete, 
may have been the best possible, given the resources 
available. 
Unusual Status 
Discussion seemed to be stimulated by the fact that I 
was both a stranger and, while neither a professor nor an 
active teacher, was a person with some credibility in both 
schools and colleges. My ignorance of the project made it 
reasonable and proper for the participants to give me a 
brief history about themselves and their participation in 
the project. This made their descriptions part of a natural 
function — to explain to a stranger what she did not and 
could not know. My familiarity with both cultures, on the 
other hand, allowed participants to draw a picture for me 
which presumed an insider's understanding without also 
feeling that my interpretation of their story would be given 
a "spin" which would be congenial to one culture or the 
other. 
It was difficult for many participants to understand 
that I was only interested in their perceptions of the 
school/university relationship, and was not attempting to be 
judgemental about their relationship. Several interviewees 
asked, "what are you really looking for?" A brief 
explanation about comparing perceptions and describing the 
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similarities and differences between school and university 
outlooks on the project appeared to quell most fears about 
judgemental responses, but it would be dishonest to claim 
that no residual apprehensions could have shaped some of the 
ensuing dialogue. 
As a role player in this study, it was interesting to 
note participants' responses to questions after explaining 
that I had experienced both cultures. Quite often both 
teachers and professors would begin an answer with "as you 
know from your experience as a teacher...or staff 
developer." This experiential base, in their minds, seemed 
to gualify me to understand why they were answering 
questions in a particular fashion. The semi-structured 
nature of the interview guide allowed the freedom to take 
advantage of that perception in probing some responses more 
deeply than would have been appropriate for a true outsider. 
Physical Education Culture in the Schools 
At several different points in this study, I have 
compared physical educators with classroom teachers and 
mentioned the special problems of isolation which face those 
who work in the gymnasium. In the literature reviewed in 
Chapter II, particularly that dealing with action research, 
authors who had experience in collaborative projects warned 
potential participants to be especially cognizant of the 
perils of invading turf, giving unwarranted advice, and 
waxing philosophic about practical problems. It may have 
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been the idiosyncratic nature of physical educators, but 
teachers in this study appeared to welcome knowledgeable 
invasion, seek advice (so long as it could be ignored), and 
welcomed a visitor whose concerns were general and 
conceptual rather than specific and immediately practical. 
What teachers would have termed a "philosphic outlook" on 
their career and everyday experience was not treated, as the 
literature warned, as a vantage point without relevance or 
virtue. 
Closing comments 
In retrospect, what I have learned from conducting this 
study is to recognize and pay attention to my preconceived 
assumptions. As an investigator, I did not find the 
defensive attitudes which I expected, and have discovered 
that many collaborative relationships are not fraught with 
mistrust and disillusion. As a result of this discovery, I 
will continue to support educational reform proposals which 
carefully attempt to bring school and college personnel into 
collaborative relationships which enhance and do not 
jeopardize either culture. 
Recognizing the differences in the two cultures was 
not difficult, but it was a surprise to discover teachers' 
generally optimistic attitudes and considerable sense of job 
satisfaction. In the future I will remember that many 
teachers are pleased with their work and look forward to 
sharing their teaching experience with others. It was 
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encouraging to find teachers who welcomed visitors rather 
than viewing them as invaders. 
On the other hand, it was discouraging to converse 
with professors who claimed they were not rewarded for 
conducting service projects which were guite often reguested 
by those teachers. Energetic, young professors who are 
seeking tenure and must survive in a publish or perish 
climate often must concentrate their efforts on research and 
publication. In what frequently is a numbers game, 
collaborative studies (or even studies of collaboration 
itself) are often too time-consuming and undependable in 
terms of publishable outcomes to be attractive. It is 
important to note that in this study, six out of the eight 
professors interviewed were tenured faculty and were 
reasonably settled in their professional roles. Even those 
individuals, however, indicated that the university system 
of rewards would not recognize work done in the name of 
service to the shools — unless it somehow could be 
transmuted into a research report in a prestigious journal 
(which teachers seldom read). 
Further implications for potential collaborators 
include a need to recognize the differences among school and 
college personnel in motivation for participation. Findings 
from this study indicate that it is important to clarify 
both personal and institutional motives when planning 
collaborative efforts. Recognition of how partners differ 
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in these motives may provide all personnel with more 
realistic expectations for each other. 
That there were obvious differences in the vocabularies 
used by teachers and professors in describing project 
characteristics, was not surprising. The fact that 
vocabulary as a variable was overlooked in the initial 
design of the present study, however, should serve as a 
caution to future collaborators as well as investigators. 
When residents from two cultures meet, it is assumed that 
some translations will be necessary, but it is vitally 
important to recognize the territory which gives rise to the 
differences in language. Quite often, differences in 
language, and the cultural differences they reflect, are 
ignored or overlooked rather than acknowledged, and vital 
opportunities for mutual understanding may be lost. 
The presumption that a full sense of mutual 
ownership is the prerequisite for a successful partnership 
pervades the literature on school/university collaboration. 
In consequence, I was surprised to discover that the 
participating teachers did not share this point of view. My 
assumption was that teachers would be resentful of plans 
concocted by the college personnel. Very simply, the 
teachers described themselves as too busy to find time to 
plan and operate a collaborative project with college 
personnel. 
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In nearly every case, teachers were aware that they 
were participants in a limited partnership in which they did 
not, or could not, accept an equal measure of accountability 
or make contributions which always and exactly matched those 
of their university colleagues. In turn, most teachers 
seemed to accept less than full power over events and less 
than full ownership of the products. 
In contrast to the conventional wisdom about the need 
to establish parity in ownership, teachers in this study 
stated that they preferred college personnel to assume the 
responsibility for initiating and structuring the project. 
Whether this represents what must be regarded as a "defect" 
which is peculiar to these partnerships, or may simply be 
taken as the honest description of a reality which exists in 
many partnerships, is difficult to determine. Explanations 
for this preference may consist of: a) teachers may have 
learned to be compliant and deferential in relations with 
administrators and supervisors, b) the nature of school 
bureaucracy may dictate that teachers play subordinate 
roles, and c) in the pattern of their work lives teachers 
may aways give teaching itself top priority , leaving no 
place for other significant investment of time. Whatever 
the explanation may be, the willingness to play the role of 
limited partner imposes some restrictive consequences. 
Unfortunately, this willingness to acquiesce limits the 
potential for teachers to become full partners in 
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collaborative projects. By claiming a time restriction, 
teachers are subtly relegated to the role of client rather 
than partner. As clients, teachers will be able to take or 
ignore advice given without fear of reprisal. This 
comfortable role appears to satisfy many participants in 
this study, but if teachers were given more time in their 
daily schedule to plan and conduct collaborative projects, 
it might empower them not only to make changes in their own 
curriculum, but to work more closely with local teacher 
training institutions. 
Whether these observations either justify the effort 
expended, or confirm the appropriateness of the research 
method is a matter which is determined by one's vantage 
point. Although I have stated several times that I was 
surprised at certain findings from this study, in actuality, 
this study reveals little new and startling information. 
What this study has done is to give physical educators from 
schools and colleges an opportunity to give voice to their 
perceptions about working together. My goal as a doctoral 
candidate, was to conduct a study which allowed teachers to 
speak and send a message which might help improve their 
daily lives. I feel I have accomplished that goal and can 
justify the effort expended in the hopes that school and 
college personnel will continue to work together. Perhaps, 
in the near future, participants will be sufficiently 
rewarded for that important work. 
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As a former school teacher and current graduate 
student, I was fortunate to be able to conduct this study 
from a unique standpoint which naturally flavors the 
outcomes in a particular way. Residing in both cultures 
enabled me to converse with strangers (participants) more 
easily than a representative from only one environment. It 
is my belief that teachers considered me an ally with some 
knowledge of the inner workings of the university culture, 
while professors regarded me as a graduate student familiar 
with the dilemmas which face both cultures. Alternatives to 
this status would negate many of the factors which 
encouraged participants to speak freely. 
It is important to keep in mind that in my role as a 
graduate student, professors did have a tendency to discuss 
my future as a potential collaborator and often attempted to 
impart some wisdom about collaborative enterprises in which 
I might become involved. Many of the burdens which 
professors mentioned could very well have been directed 
toward my own career and the anticipated pursuit of 
school/university relationships. 
Whatever the attitude of participants, this familiarity 
with both cultures was truely necessary for adequate data 
processing in this study. Analysis of the responses 
depended on some knowledge of the participants' workplace. 
As an "outsider/insider" (outside the project, inside the 
cultures) I was able to utilize my unique role and conduct 
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my data analysis accordingly. As the purpose of the study 
was to examine the perceptions of school and college 
personnel, residential knowledge about both these cultures 
provided a broad base for analysis. As a result of this 
broad base of understanding it was possible to address the 
categorical issues of this study from an unusual 
(outsider/insider) standpoint. 
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APPENDIX A 
PERSONAL BACKGROUND 
It is necessary at the outset to describe relevant 
portions of my personal history and accumulated proclivities 
regarding school/university partnerships. My interest in 
conducting research in this area was generated after devoting 
fourteen years to the joys, trials, and tribulations of 
teaching physical education in the public schools. During my 
thirteenth year of teaching I spent a semester in graduate 
school. I began to wonder why all the stimulating 
intellectual activity which occurs every dav at the 
university, had failed to reach me at my public school. As a 
firm believer in the ivory tower concept, I was sure it was 
the fault of the "powers that be" at the university. 
Following several months of perplexing thought and 
consternation, I decided to quit my job, give up my small but 
adequate salary, sell my house, and return to graduate school. 
From the very first day, I was determined to conduct research 
which would directly effect, or at least acknowledge what I 
felt was a lack of communication between university and public 
school physical education personnel. It seemed a shame to me 
that many hardworking, devoted, and often effective teachers 
were not aware of the results and implications of the research 
conducted by university personnel in physical education 
teacher education. 
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Neither the problem nor the struggle to devise some form 
of correction are new. This dissertation is a direct 
reflection of my own desire to try one more time to bridge the 
gap between higher education and public school personnel. It 
is very important to me to provide an opportunity for teachers 
to express their perceptions and feelings about their 
experiences with university representatives. Many of my 
predecessors have acknowledged the difficulties which 
accompany attempts to bridge the gap. Nearly every 
description of school/university partnerships points to 
subtle, hidden, and even invisible factors which clutter the 
path to open, honest, and equitable communication between 
these two remarkably different yet similar cultures. 
I believe most teachers do view university personnel as 
inhabitants of an ivory tower. I find myself trying to justify 
to my former teaching colleages why I left the system to go to 
graduate school. It is not until I explain my interest in 
working with teachers who are in their shoes that they believe 
I have not become "one of them." Of course, I am one of those 
researchers now, but I still remember clearly the feeling of 
invasion when university personnel entered my gymnasium. As 
a teacher I was up to my neck in the trenches teaching all the 
students in the five schools in our district, satisfying three 
principals and attending five faculty meetings, coaching three 
varsity sports, serving as athletic director, and mowing my 
lawn or shoveling the driveway. 
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My career experience has been dominated by teaching in 
the public schools. it was not until very recently that I 
have begun to experience the other side of the coin. The 
concept of the teacher as researcher which is reflected in the 
action research literature has been a base of support in my 
attempt to overcome the ivory tower imagery. I see 
interactive staff development projects between public school 
and higher education personnel as one solution to the lack 
of communication between schools and universities. 
Unfortunately, it is the communication problems, rather 
than the benefits, which come immediately to mind when I 
envision university/school partnerships. I expect public 
school teachers to resent professors for either invading their 
turf, or for not coming prepared with cookbook recipes for 
solutions to problems. If teachers are not involved in the 
identification of the goals, processes, and products for the 
project, I anticipate that they will not be full and 
legitimate partners in the enterprise. Such junior partner 
status only serves to exacerbate the problem. 
My experiences with collaborations have opened my eyes to 
the very delicate matter of initiating and sustaining 
interactive relationships. Although the potential benefits 
are invigorating and possibly useful to all, every meeting 
also is fraught with the risk of destructive events. I 
suspect it is inevitable that people from such different 
cultures will find it difficult to satisfy their own and each 
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other's goals simultaneously. An ideal collaborative 
relationship must involve both mutuality (satisfying the goals 
of both participants) and parity (treating each other as 
equals) to succeed. If I find a partnership which does reach 
both of these objectives, I will be greatly pleased — and 
somewhat surprised. 
From the forgoing, it is clear that I had some strong 
preconceptions about the direction which answers to the 
primary research question would take. On the one hand, that 
allowed me to focus data gathering and design a preliminary 
structure for analyisis. On the other hand, it underscored 
the need to be continuously aware of the distinction between 
the story told by my participants, and the lessons of my own 
history. 
This distinction must take into account my personal 
expectations that teachers and university personnel would be 
different. I presumed that their perceptions would show how 
differently they respond to issues such as control, power, 
goal setting, and overall expectations for success. I have 
tried to be aware of both those expectations and the value I 
might assign to particular findings, both during the interview 
and while analyzing the data. To the extent that such 
awareness allows, this report contains the story told by the 
participants, not by the investigator. My functions were to 
solicit, record, organize, clarify, understand, and 
subsequently to provide the commentary of analytic insight. 
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APPENDIX B 
LETTER TO POTENTIAL COLLABORATORS 
Dear 
1 s^udent ln the School of Education at the 
Un^ersity of Massachusetts my research is focused on public 
school and college partnerships which allow physical education 
teachers to work in collaboration with college faculty 
members. My experiences as a public school physical educator 
and as a university program developer, have stimulated my 
interest in the perceptions of teachers and college personnel 
who work together. In order to express important ideas and 
events in the words of actual participants, I would like to 
identify and interview people who have been involved in 
different kinds of school/college partnerships in the area of 
physical education. 
A school/college partnership might involve any of the 
following: 
a) curriculum development 
b) teacher development 
c) preservice teacher preparation 
d) collaborative research 
e) school reform 
If your institution is involved in a project, program, 
or study involving college faculty and public school teachers 
in the area of physical education (any level, K-12), please 
complete the form below and return it to me in the self- 
addressed, stamped envelope provided. If your institution is 
not involved, but you are aware of the existence of such a 
program, I would appreciate the a brief note on the second 
page. 
Completion and return of this form does not constitute a 
commitment to participate on your part. I will use the 
information you provide to contact people as potential 
participants in my study. For each project, I would like to 
conduct one hour-long interview with at least one public 
school participant, and another interview with at least one 
college participant from each project. 
Please check one of the responses below and fill in the 
necessary information on the second page. 
Yes we are involved in a school/university project, 
and would be willing to participate in your study. Please 
contact us. 
No, we are not involved in a school/university 
project but I do have information concerning a project at 
another institution. Please note * on second page. 
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_i_ Maybe. 
clarification. 
...we have some questions which need 
Please contact us. 
. N°' we aJe not involved at the moment, but are in the 
Cnnr9o?^geS l°r a future Project. We are interested 
in your study and would help if possible. 
No, we are not interested in participating in your 
study. 
Public School or School District 
Contact person 
Address 
Phone_ (_)_-_ 
Higher Education Institution 
Contact person__ 
Address_ 
Phone_(_)_-_ 
* Other projects of which I am aware 
School or School District_ 
Higher Education Institution_ 
Contact person_ 
Address _ 
Date 
Sincerely, 
Deborah G. Coffin 
155 Totman 
Univ. of Massachusetts 
Amherst, Ma. 01003 
School: (413) 545-2323 Home: (413) 665-8681 
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appendix c 
INTERVIEW GUIDE 
Introductions: 
Written consent form (Appendix D) 
—Personal biography 
yoj ^estlonrUay1" to «■* 
Probes: 
Have you had previous experiences with partnerships? 
S°r Particular reason why you became involved 
in this partnership? 
Can you remember how you felt about this project before 
it began. Perhaps what you expected or wanted to see 
happen? 
2. Picture of the project 
"It is important for me to have a clear picture of who is 
involved in your project and what their jobs entail. Would 
you draw an organizational chart, or a personnel chart to show 
me different parts of the project, the people involved, and 
how they relate to each other? Use just first names and 
indicate by "c" or "s" whether each is from the school or 
college part of the project." 
3. Initiation process 
"The first thing I am interested in is how your project got 
started, can you remember how you got involved? Did someone 
contact you, or did you make the first contact?" 
Probes: 
What happened after you heard about the project? How 
did you feel about joining or participating?" 
Did you know the other participants previously? 
What was your initial reaction to the project idea? 
Were you interested immediately? 
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Did you join immediately? 
project abnotvtheuperson or People who started this 
project? Y°U Why they wanted to start a 
Do you see yourself as a recruiter, or a recruitee? 
How doe.s your interest match theirs, do you want to 
accomplish the same things? y 
Tn^thorinHWf later' “ If you could change the 
change?^ WhlCh ^ project was started, what would you 
4 . Motivation to join 
"Now that you've explained how the whole project got 
started, can you tell me what motivated you to 
participate? Was it something in particular, or were 
you just interested in getting involved, or was your 
participation mandated by someone else?" 
Probes: 
Were there specific factors in the project which 
attracted you? (professional, personal & other) 
Did you have some initial reservations or concerns? 
Do you feel differently about this project now than you 
did at the beginning? Has your motivation or your 
goals changed? 
5. Structure of partnership 
"Can you describe for me how this project is organized? How 
meetings are arranged, where they take place, who runs them, 
what sort of decisions get made beforehand, during, or 
afterward?" 
Probes: 
Are meetings usually conducted the same way each time 
you meet? 
Do you work together or meet in different settings, or 
for different reasons? (ie. on-site, getting organized, 
discussion) 
Can you describe for me the differences? 
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6. 
ShenYyougmeItmeand then^n °f typlcally happens 
that occurred reaard^na ?h exampl? of something unusual 
urrea regarding the organization of meetings? 
Decision making procpsspg 
Probes: 
How is the work in this project divided up? 
How are decisions made in this project? 
Is there an established process for decision making? 
When was this process established? 
Have responsiblities for making decisions been given to 
people according to their particular skills or 
knowledge? 
Do some people make more decisions than other people? 
Why is that so? 
7. Roles and responsibilities: 
"Talking about making decisions is often difficult, but quite 
often it brings out in the open how people work together. Can 
you describe for me how tasks are assigned, how 
responsibilities are designated, or who is responsible for 
what?" 
Probes: 
As a recruiter/recruitee, how is your role different 
from...? 
What role did you play in the beginning of this 
project? leader, follower, dissenter? 
What role do you play now? 
Is there a leader in this project? 
What role does the leader play? 
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—-Perceptions about status diffp,rpnpPQ 
people inUthe trok1eafUtVe ab°Ut the relatlve importance of 
others7 In mnl °iect' ftte some people more important than 
havl status hL (-gn'liZuti0nS' Some peoPle are looked up to? 
naVe, st:at:usf has that happened in vour Dro-iert-? 
people have more status than others? P 3 ? °° some 
Probes: 
voC about any Previous experiences 
you have had with university/school personnel? 
If the word equality means that two people have about 
equal importance and about the same status, are you 
mostly equal with other members of the project? 
Is everyone equal, or do some members have more status? 
Are you aware of a feeling among people in the project 
that participants have more status, or are more 
important just because of who they are? 
How does this feeling effect you and the group? 
What are some consequences of this feeling? 
Do you see this as a problem? 
Can you describe for me how people deal with the fact 
that some people have a lot of status and others don't? 
Which aspects of the partnership do they control? 
9. Ownership 
I would like you to talk a little about how much you feel this 
is your project, whether you own a large piece of it, or a 
small piece, or that it is all yours, or you are not 
interested in ownership. Is it really somebody else's project 
and you just sort of contribute without real involvement? 
Probes: 
How much do you feel this is your project? 
Do some particular pieces of the project feel like they 
belong to you? 
Which parts of the project are shared, or not shared? 
Is there a feeling of shared ownership by some or all 
of the people? 
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HOW was this feeling established or encouraged? 
™ K’u““ 
What are the consequences of this separation? 
£S*SS ;?:s Mtr . 
10. Product percept- i nnc 
hal“ost ^one, but before we wrap up I'd like to ask 
stated earner thatU haVS gai"ed fr0m this eltPerience. You 
happened? Y°U eXpeCted_has that 
Probes: 
What do you feel you have gained from this experience? 
If you were asked to name a product which you have 
acquired or produced in this project, what would it 
be? 
Who do you feel has benefitted the most from this 
experience? 
If you could change that, what would you change? 
11. Closure 
"Now for the wrap up, is there something about this project we 
haven't discussed that you would like to talk about?" 
Probes: 
Has this interview affected how you feel about the 
project? 
Are there some important factors about the initiation 
of this project which we haven't discussed? 
What sort of effect do you feel the initiation process 
has had on you? 
Was this the first time you had thought about these 
questions? 
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APPENDIX D 
CONSENT FORM 
PARTNERSHIPS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Purpose of study 
TT . As.J doctoral student in the School of Education at the 
University of Massachusetts my research is focused on public 
school and college partnerships in which physical education 
teachers work in collaboration with college faculty members. 
My experiences as a public school physical educator and as a 
university program developer, have stimulated my interest in 
the perceptions of teachers and college personnel who work 
together. Accordingly, I would like to identify and interview 
people who have been involved in different kinds of 
school/college partnerships in the area of physical education. 
Organization 
If you are willing to participate, the interview will 
take place at a time and location convenient to you and will 
center around your perceptions of the initiation, procedures, 
and outcomes of the partnership in which you are (or 
were) involved. The interview will be tape recorded and 
transcribed by me. I will do everything possible to protect 
your anonymity. 
Anonymity 
In all documents that may result from your interview, 
I will not use your name, the name of your school, or school 
district, or the specific names of others you identify during 
the course of the interview. At no time during interviews 
with other participants will I discuss previous interviews. 
I will use materials from the interviews, however, in my 
dissertation, subsequent journal articles, presentations, and 
related academic work. 
Withdrawal 
At any time during the interview you may freely elect to 
withdraw from participating and request that the interview not 
be used in my research. In addition you may withdraw your 
consent to have specific excerpts from your interview used in 
any document by notifying me in writing within thirty days o 
the interview. 
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Project DescripM™ 
and respond with necessarv^rtH?^ Y°U t0 read th? descriPtion 
^ 11 necessary additions or corrections. 
Agreement 
J", signing this form, you agree to the use of the 
materials from your interview as indicated above. If I desire 
to use the materials from the interview in any way not 
obEaln vo Kat ,ls S.tated above' 1 will contact you ?o 
obtain your additional written consent. 
... In signing this form, you also are assuring me that you 
wiii make no financial claims on me for the use of the 
material in your interview. 
^ will be pleased to answer any guestions you have 
concerning the study. Please call me at home (413) 665-8681, 
or at the University of Massachusetts (413) 545-2323. 
1 > _ t _have read the above 
statement and agree to participate as an interviewee under the 
conditions stated above. 
(signature of participant) 
(date) 
\ 
(signature of interviewer) 
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